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A Curriculum ill F11.101.1.1 Grajleti 271;? consists of a brief
introduction to the work of the Oregon Carricultud Study Center,
followed by three essays describing in considerable detail the
several strands of the experinental curricaltra being developed--
literatureslargaage,, rhetoric (oral ;lad written). These essays
are intended ,ror the professional reader, not the secondary
school studenb.
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of subject matter; spcifica]ly literature, language, and1n a mo
rest'icted sense- rhetoic.

W have asiumed also that the skills wUl be more efficleritl7
learned zd subject matter more easily assimilated and more tho
otgbly understood if nstruction in both is closely coordinated. That
i; althcgb the ebect i#atter i intrnslcaUv vluble worth studying
for the diMc!.pllne that it forcea on the mind and for the knowledge
that It im3eirt it also contributes toward mastery of the kills of
language. irrdiAry the skills themselves, though b'aving cbvloia
practical aIue, an help the student unde'stafld the subject matter
more fully -$or ezaapio, when assignmentr in wridng or pea1thg
are made a organic t of the study of liter*tur or language.

A ietlal A1touh thr is wdeepread agreement
on the need cwmiI\tiVe, s aei'tlal urñurn fri Egiisb no
one we yet to wha extent Eg1isita can be made sequetlai and cumu-
lativ Th aclentifk tv$r of aguage s f cse uerit4 but
the study o literature a 'hetoric s not, sr at least is not to the same
degree. lenthg 't write good English proe It :Ls certain tMt
a stuctent dea not prrs cystemattca3ly nd aequr*islly frorn mastery
of the pbrae to mast the clawe, the sentence, the p9ragraph;
nor de be necesiaHly ove from Imowledge of chrDnological to spatial
or i1uctivt ptterts of zgazatlon. If there is a sequence in ingli8h
composltio it is t of ihe same kind as in science r4 mathmat1cs,
The same lii true of iIterbre: ther it no necessary order In which

teach poetic form or figures of speh or iMdI!al bteia'y works,
except sofar a the ord is dtermied in a geeal way by the eo-
tion1 and 1tue1 u4ty of the etdsz4 a woult no doubt be
desirable foi student to have read the Bible before r*dIng Mi1tc
and c1ssical mythology before reading Keats. But t oudy ou]
not be nrereuisite to an understanding c Milton ad Keats In the safle
way that the elements oz a foreign language ar prerequisite to a second
or third yeav ccrse in that language, or eleu&etary 2gebra o ad-
vaceI crea in mathematics.

Though s perfectly logical eeçience i be for the
ngliah curculuu w have uaied that a deensibl and

suence can nevertheless b. dtvekped and that it 1lI grcatl cilitti
both teachir ad learning. In pining the sequence, we hawi been
guided b the advice of speciulista In learning theory, s well as by the
zpert kaaowkdge of econdazy school Englishteachers, English and
speech profoaors, and specI*1Ms in Eng]ih education.

A a lnte3lee*iy valid urrculm, The ld Latlr-Jgrwvathe I cent 1jT had no st&rsling
E. eCnOIars for a least zty yea, still dmInat*s school

itctkn in glish. Indlvidua1 teechera, and occaionuliy entire
schools or yete (a An Westport, Cict, and Pt]anc,
Orgia) ha attempted to present a and odat vinw of
lsr4uage to $]s but they hv beezt han qped by the city of

mattil At the Center w tare trying toprodiioe tq,zt materials
that peit a epolb1e moderfl. view of lnguge, wi the limits
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of th student& maturity and capaci' rforuat1oi1 grammar,soeJJ1 ai reions1 varia*io writthg ayatens, the ture of 1angtiag
as a symbolic system, the history oZ lEngllsh, usage and tht bases of
correctniecs.

n literature, though the use of paperback etttbra ot staxiard
work is increasing jn high sthoc!, most the trvctionfrou the seventh grade through th twelfth is 2t131 baied en aitho1og
This kind a! books vhile t wfthout mit, too o(te provk an In*ide-'
qiizate basis for the sound study uf litet"ature. Some cectio of quea-
1tIcd hie are Included, but freqiently the are presezcd in
ca] abbreviated form (a si*Je etaa from be% c,ne
chapter from Huckleberi9 ), &. tlat the Ueflt AOt ave1op an

Brstaniing and appreclat1c of the work as it was origily eonceived. These books are often at fault 1uo in initding a peat deal
of what can only be cafled junkephemera1 stories and verse fromuv'nt1 and geraeral-cfrcultlon iagazIis, idIo pLys, television5cr s. Sorneme these selectIons get Io the books because of
an appren 1pae"r sixnple ebeeioe'.'cf taste in the editoz'& Moreoften their inclusion 1E the result of a desire to catr t bat are thought
to be the preva1ing interests of pipils of a givefl age, or to take account
of their i eflect*1 liitations The selections ar usuelly organc.
ized thentica]3y in a way that pits literary mer n second place, ifindeed It is orimiy considered at ]1Q

We ae eveLping a literature currieu1u which we belv is
and b a refu1ly qwiis1orgntiatbn. Ate same time, this crz)m Is b&zig litic&1y

adapted to the oapaities end niaturiy of the Mteuts who stidy it
We hope to build up in as large popovtion of or students as po3sibiea body of cor literary knowledpe, a fa1arity with crtaln !zywor41he 9ae, fables, myths, Arthrian legsnds'-u ii corearound wch toji further eading.

At l times, the 1iteature teU remahw at the cei*er i atten-tion; ttdled for ts own erent iere and value.

J.t compokeition nsriicdor, both In scho&, a Ite first yr of
cc Wigs, tie ietoz'ica1 principles rudted tlU ]arge consist of threedegrcatd ee of £deaa bqucathed b the li4e nineteenth centurytim acl1d 'Por a! Digccaurt" ( rMtoi Dsciption,

oiio Ar ttlo); a haVu1 01 critical rctio usuaUysome variation of Bai'tt Wi4r1s
'UnCobe-?sIs"formuJa (l891) ilea for witthg erposit&ry szigapha, almost

unchanged aine their ormu3Micn b P N. Scctt and . V. Denry ina book c31ed pubiabsd eve*y yers ago

We ae drawing on \he entire rhetorical tdttlon :to thsI* into
th teaching of compoitn hut are pr etn taesazr prüi1pleo
inductively, through aiaIynIs of gcodps V* are tt t* LvIbeth ordr and sequence o instnacdon in wftlRg, awl * 1OR In
tegr*tig It with the ttu of Lnuagi, peb ad it*i. LQis all the wrltivg in the sftwy de; freqs u&g1t4t lm sill
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six grades encourage the exercise of imagination in both prose and
verse.

Speech instruction in the schools, when at its beat, is still in
direct touch with a vigorves rhetorical. tradition, but tee often such
instruction is not at its best.. It seldom is regarded seriously, but
is thought of as something that can be taken care of incidentally, in
free moments after more import work has been disposed of, As a
result, speech in the schools is usually taught superficially if it is
taught at all; most often, perhaps, it is not taunt at all except as an
elective chosen by a small minority of students. We at the Center are
viewing instruction in the literature, principles and practice cif oral
discourse as a major concern,

Except in special courses for superior students, little has so
far been done in American schools to introduce even the rudiments of
logic into the curriculums We are endeavoring to incorporate instruction
in the-elements of inductive and deductive reasoning into the new cur-
riculum as an aid to clear thinking and theret re clear writing and
speaking, as well as criticalk evaluation of reading,

Evaluation of the Curriculttlia Aa the curriculum for each year
trramLiiiiiiiTthe caseroom, we on the Center's staff aecure bah

subjective and objective evaluations of each unit. With every classroom
set of a particular unit sent a pilot teacher, there is enclosed a pair
of rat:Leg forms, OM for the Student Version of the unit, the Sher for
ehe corresponding Teacher Version for teachers' manna% These forms,
which are lir quadruplicate, are filled out by the pilot teacher after the
unit has been taught, and mailed to the Colter for distribution to staff
writers and the staff evaluator, Much of the revision at the end of
a year's trial of the curricul um is based on the suggestions and criti-
cisms in these reports,

The Center has the services of a highly expert testing and evaluation
specialist the year around, whose responsibility it is to devise aeries
of objective tests based on the curriculum units, supervise their admin-
istrtion and scoring, and analyze their rests, The tests, which
are themselves revised after being used in the classroom, may also
reveal weaknesses in curried= units that call for changes before
the units are taught again, At the end of the Center's contract, a cone
:adorable body of such evaluative data will have been gathered and
analyzed to shed light on the effectiveness of the new course of study.

The schedule of the Center's activities is as foliows:

1903-84 Preparation of 7th and 9th grade curriculum

1964-65 Classroom trial and evaluation of ltih and 9th grade
curriculum

Preparation of 9th and 10th grade curriculum

Ave



196666 Revision and re-trial of 7th and 8th grade curriculum
First trial and evaluation of 9th and 10th grade cur-

riculum
Preparation of 11th and 12th grade curriculum

19660.67 CA Tint trial, avaituntiema and rry.4,14.42 of 4 --Vi :ui "ri4"YdUIi
for 7th, 8th, 9th, and 10th grades

Trial, evaluation, and revision of 11th and 12th grade
curriculum

At the conclusion of the Centerts contract in August 1967, all
materials that have been produced will be made generally available.
Unta then, because of their experimental nature, they cannot be cir-
misted outside the bounds of the seven school systems in which theyare being tested

The three essays that follow describe in considerable detail thecourses of stud, the Center is developing in literature, langurage,and rhetoric. The descriptions for grades 7-10 are fuller than thosefor grades 1142, since the curriculum for the last two years is still
being written at the present time.

-.November 1965
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A CURRICULUM IN LITERATURE

No curriculum in any discipline can be all things to all men. Since this
statement is particularly true in the field of literature, where ranch confusion
currently exists as to precisely what the aims and content of the literature cure
riculum should be, perhaps it might be well to try to state as clearly as possi-
ble some of the guiding principles behind the curriculum we are developing.

As good a place as any from which to start is with the operative word of
the first sentence of this introduction, "discipline." For the approach to
literature here being urged is predicated on the axiom that the study of liter-
ature is a discipline- -that it is a study of value in and for itself, and that it
has its own laws of operation and its own vocabulary, and that only a curric-
ulum with the primary emphasis on the literature itself can do full justice to
literature and to the students we teach,,

For if we are net careful, we can lose sight of the fact that a curriculum
in literature is supposed to teach literature, and we end up at best with a
misplaced emphasis and at worst with no literature at all. The reasons for
this are not far to seek. For example we can all agree that literature is a
record of the most thoughtful and perceptive men of all eras; but if we are
not careful we end up with literature as a sort of poor relation of history,
teaching a historical document and losing sight of the work of literature itself.
Similar unconscious shifts in emphasit3 can result in such common phenomena
as literatureeas-anthropology, or literature-aseethtcs.

These creeping errors in emphasis that characterize many of the existing
curricula in English are understandable enough. In an increasingly practical
and pragmatic age teachers of English have been under attack, as students
ask "What is the good of literature ?" or "Why should we study Shakespeare?"
Often, alas, the tendency has been to answer the pragmatic attack on its own
grounds, and to end up teaching history,, or anthropology, or ethics (or psy-
chology or philosophy or life' adjustment, for that matter) as a means of erne
phasizing the "use" of literature.

This tendency to answer the practical objection on its own grounds, to
plead that literature is useful too (sort of a literary "me-too-ism"), has
infected all levels of literary studies. In university and theoretical circles,
the "new criticism, " the new approaches foljnguisticanitui semantics, the
whole trend in literature and language best illustrated by the phrase hdescripe
tive, not prescriptive, " can be seen as an attempt to give to literary studies
some measure of intellectual respectability as it is currently defined, to say
to the pragmatists, "See, we can be scientific and objective too. "

The results of this understandable desire to adopt the intellectual attitudes
and procedures of the socially approved clue have, however, been different
on the upper and lower levels of the educational ladder. The benefits that have
accrued to the study of literature and language in the colleges and awe have
been inestimable. Existing tools of criticism and research have been.shary-
ened, new tools of criticism and research have been made, and the attempt
to stndy literature and language in a scientific way has resulted in now lali(0111,,



of profound and lasting significance, into literary works and into the nature
and structure of language.

In the process thus described, the emphasis has generally continued to be
on the work of literature itself, with increased insight and understanding as
the final goal. Biography, history, anthropology, philosophy, ethics, esthetic
theoryt all these and everything else that one can brine to the work increase

rour understanding; but the main focus Is still the work itself. On the lower
L levels of the educational ladder this purpose has sometimes been lost.

The reasons for this split are too complex to go into here, perhaps too
complex to comprehend at all. At any rate, the =tom that the study of lit-
erature is an activity of value in and for itself seems to be more generally
accepted the higher one goes. What VP-3 are urging here is a curriculum that
applies that axiom to the study of literature in the junior and senior high
schools.

We do not mean. by this that literature should be studied in a vacuum,.
Such a view would be absurd. Further, all the background and experience and
information a reader can bring to a work of literature increase his sensitive
comprehension of the work. So literature can and does and must relate to
history; it can and does and must relate to anthropology; it can and does and
must relate to ethics, to mores and morals. We merely urge a curriculum
with the prinsv emphasis on the literature itself. To the extent that the
student perceives, or is led to perceive, the relevance of the study of litera-
ture to his other studies, to that extent will his experience be richer. Our
concern is primarily one of emphasis: a student should be told to read, say,
Jo ,ny Treznaine as a piece of literature, bringing to the book whatever hack-
ground he has; he should not be told to read Johnny Tremaine because it will
teach him about the Revolutionary period.

Let us illustrate by an example, using the following poem by Carl de Suze:

Guitar Lament for a Mountain Boy'

They cut dolma tI mad pine tree in Tunisia
And the roar of her boughs makes eddies in the air
Though she's fallen, though she's gone, though he's gone.

The red Kentucky clay as Peppy used to say -
Soil with too much water, too much sun- -
Has shuffled off the planet, and the mountain birds' song
Is stilled at the crack of a gun.

The well of lonely forest that drank the dewy night
Stands formless and shadowy and cad,
The bream never rises now at noon in the brook
One bullet in one second and that was all it took
For a world to wash away, purple hills far away
Drowned in the dist of dusty El Habade

ep4Werrnission of Satt., .2.4%%da Review and Carl de Suze.



The bay hound's call is stifled in her throat
The senses she quickened once are stone*
No mare the long mellow light will filter through these eyes,
The sunsets, the seasons are done.

They cut down the old pine tree in Tunisia
But the roar of her boughs makes eddies in the air
Thnitgh aha's fallen, thriegr s she's gone, though she's gone.

Why study this poem in a unit on the Second World War? Why use it as
the basis for a lesson in geography, to show that Tunisia is dusty and a long
way from Kentucky? It would be equally irrelevant to use it as anthropology,
to show what people do in Kentucky. Better, but not by much, would be to
teach it ac ethics, in a unit on "The Horrors of War, " say, along with "D3llce
et Decorum Est" and other poems and stories of protest.

All these things are of course, implicit in the poem. But the way a thing
is said is part of what is being said, and by focusing primary attention on the
way the thing is said the power of what is being said will eventually emergemuch more strongly. The only externals necessary to a student are that El
Habad was a battlefield of the Second World Wain Tunisia and the Second
World War are as distant in time to an 1 eighth grader as Thermopylae, and the
poetic statement holds true as well for an ancient Greek as for a mountain boy.Attack the poem as a poem: What is the significance of "clay"? What does
"Drowned in the dust' mean? How does it relate to other images of .water?
How does "the old ;pine tree" increase in meaning through the poem? What
poetic uses are being made of ballad motifs? What is the basic idea (metaphor-
ic structure) that the poem is built on? And so forth. Let the student concen-trate on the poem, on metaphor, on the poetic use of language, on the possi
bilities inherent in ambiguity; the history and the anthropology and the ethicswill come. Children are quick: we do them an injustice to think they can't /7
grasp these things.

Very well, But how shall a systematic curriculum in literature, with
emphasis on the work itself, be arranged? What positive ideas are there 6:-
One theoretical suggestion lately received with enthusiasm is that learning be
spirally organized. The spiral curriculum, as described in Jerome Bruner's
The Process of Educationj assumes that in every discipline certain key prin-Wes are discoveragand that these eau be taught and understood from a
very simple level up through increasingly difficult examples. Possession of
key principles permits the student, like the chambered nautilus, to "spread
his lustrous coil, " to extend and transfer his habits of learning, and to coalesce
the analogies and associations he discovers under a few major headings.

This is fine in theory, but how is it to be applied to a literary work in
which no single aspect--imagery, form, structure, point of view--is an island
unto itself in the totality of the esthetic effect? Still, one must do something.
The time has passed when a student could be banded a piece of writing and
told, "Read this--it's great literature." If occasionally one of them asked how
he was to know it was great, he was told either "It's great because it's old,
and dull, and because I said it was great," or "Can't you just feel :. it's great?"
with the implication that if he couldn't he was a Philistine. &Wan approach,
never intellectually honest, is no longer accepted even passively by students.

-3-
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It has driven them away from good literature in droves.

The authoritarian and the impressionistic approaches are ne longer viable,
yet clearly most young people are not prepared throttled either trainiag or in-
clination to sit down and wrestle with a work of literature as a complex whole.
Still, if a curriculum is to be designed that focuees attention on the work itself,
some sort of solution to this problem must be aftempted.

DespiteMordsworth's complaint that "we murder to dissect, " there seems
to be no alternative. To provide easy access for younger readers, it appears
necessary to pull the work apart into its various components. An approach
to the whole via one of its components seems the best solution to the problem.

Such a system of components must meet several requirements. It must
be simple enough to be grasped by young readers, It must offer the least
possible distortion of the whole, It must offer the most direct route possible
to dealing with that wholes Ft must offer categories which are broad enough to
embrace most of the aspects of literary artl, yet which are at the same time
not so broad as to be useless. Toward this end, we have broken the study of
literabere down izto three main

These we have named Sultn Form, and Point of View. They are ads
mittedly vague, but each in castes a certain meorapproachio.g literature
which is valid, and which provides for the student an !Avenue of entry into the(totality of the literary work. It Is hoped that through the use of these varies
approaches the students will be able, by the ninth or tenth grade, to deal w!ith
the work as a whole, at least on an elementary level. The remaining yews; of
school can then be spent .in the profitable Rudy of the more sophisticated
aspects and implications of these headings. The overt use of the three ape
proaches will gradually disappear; but Sulamt, EstE. len and Point of Aetw,
have served their purpose as a means of entry, and can renaMin the students'
vocabulary as legitimate terms.

Let us try now to define these three terms es we shall use them in the momriculum.

Any work of literature is about something, and this It has a sull&ajt The
subject of a piece of literature can be treated on at least three le'eW.To go
back to the poem just cited, the subject could be said to e about a soldier in
World War II who is from Kentucky and -who dies on a battle field in Tunisia.
But literature tends to invite generalizations, end so on another level flu;
subject, of lthe poem could be said to be about soldiers dying Oil far-off bible
Fields. On, a still higher level of gemeralization, the subject of the poem; could
be Elaiet to be an examination of the heron condition and of a sly-stern of vetoes:
the poet sets up an equation in which one bullet in one second equals a lifetime
of experience and memory, and then asks if the equation is e true one. It
abroad be clear, then, that the term subject, ac we use it includes such 1poseible
sytionyiree as teepee kat:, and is more thar the "fable" which is merely the
vehicle for the theme, 0n-6 -of the things that distinguishes Iiiteratuare from say,
the comic strip or the detective story is that literature tends, as we observed,
to invite such generalizations from the reader. Ifs this reireiculwn, we have
tried to seleret such works, ones that invite be reader to go beyond the specif-
ic details of the individial work Theaso in the Seventh Grade Orientation



unit, the subject of "The Price of the Head" is salvation, rebirth, the eltreiltl-
illation of a sir tern of values-e-whAt you will, as well as being a story of an
8140-mile evasion in an open boat by a white man and a native.

Briefly, the general area of approach to literature indicated by the term
aubiect .ia that which will ultiznately we trust; result in more than the mere
summary of the narrative line when a student is asked what a work is about.
The approach through subject should help the student realize that a wor!.c meansas well es tells.

The subject is conveyed in some sort of a vehicle, which brings us to our
fieconci term, foam Form on all levels of litterature is a verbal toed artistic
utructuring onleas just as the thought in a amulet must somehow be packed
into fourteen lines of iambic pentameter. Of counee, anyone who has ever
written knows that the process of composition cannot be cut and dried, and
that we do not choose a subject and then a form, after which we grind out four-
teen lines of iambic pentameter. But it is poesib/e, and with beginning stu-
dents necessary, to treat form as an avenue of approach to the totality: of the
literary effect. In any case, part of the reason that literature is literature
resides in form. And a good deal of our understanding and appreciation of any
work of literature depends on our understanding and appreciation of the form.

Kenneth Burke has given a sensible rationalization of the nature of artistic
form. He says that form is nothing more than the arousing and satisfying of )
appetites. That is. in writing a dete ctive story, we might begin with a crime
and arouse the readerls appetite for discovery and apprehension of the unknovnt
criminal; or we might, on the other hand, identify the criminal inunediately
and arouse in the reader an appetite for his apprehension. Now, of course,
it is obvious that form and subject are virtually one--but not quite, because
we can shape a given subject in countless ways: the way that we choose is the
form that we choose. In reading, we would need to pay rather close attention
to the form, primarily because the work of art is in large_ part we aesthetic4j
shaped structure: if we ignore the form, we miss a good deal of thraillar
inherent in the work of art. Readers "sense" form and understand almost by
intuition how the artist has shaped his work, but the curriculum in literature
attempts to give a few of the keys to perception so that the student very soon
begirt ts to understand and enjoy literature for its artistSc.strtletwo.

Subject and form halve the great virtue of reciprocality; we can ask. "Why
this form for this subject?'' or "Why this sabred for this form?" If form and
subject are in fact one; t1 the mere net of an attempted or artificial sop %
erratic can illuminate the work as is tliitydeswhiob, after all; its the gall of any
study of Literature,

Thus, briefly, the general area of awroech to literature indicated by tte
terra form is that which will ultimately, we trust, result in the studeatt
bet aware o the aroused and eatisfactiva lof OINCULtiOnte

Ol the most basic level, meter and rhyme are form, aw use steams and
paragraphs. But most frequently, * Klinensainte of for ,itikule7 begins sarbrine,
meter, or stanza; it soon goes on to consider the work o1 literature Oa alum*
an isolated entity, with its own internal loffic v4 dersantba Mats, vine mo
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eik bizt tI farm of a nove1 we likely to refer to the rr ner1lit ci
L frant n itz pertic1a oi to the cequence In which ideas re dev1opd.
OIwkvily, t fcaei of fOlL'fli impthge on the dIaetseion of riubject id
of P0It of view, ! we mtamt keep In iInd that form is *1w*e £meb.OW or

wi *ngeiinet and, in the Iaze seuae with the arousing
çtn of jtites i. the reader.

i third teen In ir basic fr poit perbvipe the iiiot
coxpx. Point of view b tflionsIbkin to mean the g1e 4 vltkit
of the itiarratoraffrrt peasn omnbcient, modified omtecent, and the like.
ThiIa what might be ced te fltechnical!! meing of the term. We have
pded the ge1 &.r of th z th ph to ad -ioa;

tttu towrd the subject of the ktht of the atir tInt f the
acfr td tt of the reade L thie trea are deetg with the tone of
ti dterance, wIit L L ithr&i def1e the senise that the eadar goth
of t athor'r attitude th 3ubjec; we re dealiig with the prob1ewi
of end iry, ber taterent àf charters andfcr nrntow not
ecy tiee of the atr; e rare de1ing with th piobIerie of peutsl,
eve the reader may or may not wL9h to accord with the oliclted apo3e
1This probeiy the nia bject!v area of th tbzee 1'o*chEaD to

litear; and heze the vat difficult to defe. But briefly, the general
of approach b literature tdicated by the termf vie w ie that whicI

wUl dtimate1y, w txit, rez1t In the ezdet being awJe effective
literature it affeiw, that the zth@' too he a reose to his uubjet, and
tlmt he uses variou te1miea of structw,e nd tetoric to elicit a reoe
fra

Obv4l etin e nipi. uidrlie t &irricuium. The epb*ia
F n lthe currtcu1um i nt giving the idezt cJn "acts" about eartain

of bit rather to provide hi with ti h131 to ;dertd an
)2viok of terr Th the teat of auccese for the rtcilv would be the
It tdnt' ality to tpl the to of vd1j to a rk od the
rkan2 Aniotor aiptin Is that the *Iticl mt!ds f be
4W b lid I reasing depth atd sophistIealtn at stager
in tSe st L ct, tri 4M i3Is :em!n the
lit tbeL 1nhe uflity of work it cted, xtd fr spllct

'e reed, P ogcal3y, a t will reooge, this theorysound, )tW atr apnd perpi he aert tim*f tht
tk rru will tiei;. The tudeats, c the !aIs d)f 'thefr
*z1g *4 pitvs sed to the ight to rriv at efr ctetIa.

licQtt aip Lstran re*dr and work t foi'cefeedfrie C3fl
tb tais 1c*1 atteut to

Ibe a tiii riculiim ties to create Inwdwea
lh dr *e si;Ia d poe$1oi \iU ol the4* from ta a urrkuh that xovid*i to

of lite$re, and ttzcdea w wtfl. 1ei
ta tdtig a basi.
it 4e flevsn, t!* cir Vdi* te t1 tI thrern

ci 7?LPr, it trettIng oIa of a pe
i ae I Lltczi d A the curvictt is iLp k'ouih tbi
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grtdea, the inlicatioiw of thece l6ic concepts re (p1ored &e the 8OitiOfl3
beceme incr'eaalngiy complex. Br the en of gr*de n, roughl, the 8tud'Iti
shold begfrL to perceive that thaa diatinctio are 1c'gely artificial and tin"
poat3i)le to aolte compLete1,) 7r gradea olcvesi nd twel they a)u1d be
deeling quite cornptentl with thE unified work of art But by then they Iuid
flave dveoped nome bi concepts arn terrnnoLpgy to aid them h theta' study,
Mid in thecrc t It; IV i!'if WI 1SI1P '' to oae
o these baule hadings.

The outline f this approach ti litexature thai apee below i necessarUy
nth3ieading To represent adequeiy what rea1l i izt the study of lit
eure w1d riuire a 1ii lc2al 1aran ulnce c&s knowledge of
1ite7Lature 'equIres tinae O flttU:3. Fz'tiier t!wre rm be at all leveIa more
nte!actio1. than 1s üdicaited itrt A fab7.a, for i tnce, can be the vehic1
for the mot abstract triil:b, Some casss w1I see the interrelation of the
three approaches ooner and In Lfferent contts tn ther. But the ouUthe
does urgeitt tbat aspect each Lealinj which s1d receive prb.nry en-
phia at 8I7 given grade level, nd the kind3 of concepts thifl cur?iculurn is
des1gnd to baud0

It thciu1d b stressed that moot works wfll lend theselve better to an
approach through oie heacng than through another1 There is iio neceidty
to fry to give equal emphis to au thre fr etch work etdled;

inded3 such
an attemp woild result In ludic;oue oer ialyais o a work. Evenially
the studeis will see that n approach Throh any o1 the hevdlnge Involves the
other two t some eteri.

Alo4, some works ca prtitbly be etudiei on all grade levels. Jt
because e for epe is n th lgtb grade does nct moan
that it is eihtuateda or is tco wenie for, sttudents in the tenth or the twe'fth
gradeL Or of the critef of a piece of literature is tbat It l*1d up mder
epeatet pe1 and c&pab1e of repeated rudy nd ierpre*tion.

GRADE SVT

Msn s a crature of bch senu ir1t. Literate, which mirrors
man's eeepest risucs ef1ect the realms in whic man lives, concrete
aid abstract Co13equently, etucIent nwat here begIn to se that literature
is abovt concrete tiIn pcpie, pace, anima-which embody In their
vei atture feelirge ad idEaa, Fi1irtbermore, they must see that literature
C!fl deal with either reel or fmagni'y eenta, Even s, these events, though
de1ln with ees actIo and concrete object zitftl Ineacapb1y deal with
fee1ng an1 ide.s rprse!rtng the spfr!tial part of mns nature,

In the eveab r4e tdent ernld be brout to ieee that azy woirk,
though t deil o tI 'oncrute Icv1 with, say, such a iilmple ththg as a bD7
floathLg dowa the riv&r n a raft, also de!t with t snme boys fceli and
even h2 changing Ideas. If the studeuts cn ndea'stan this fwidameta1 oc
cept, then sub e4Jt stidbrn wl be ftr osaIe'.

-
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Po'm

That the inediurn of 1tteriture Is wor6 pz4,i*ry i?rft*cLpe he'e In
addition, the ceacher' sLi1d 3nske formal dIattbu bt?en pc aid verse,
fror pIudng czt stp1e iawaarwice the page tc &*1zj aome
between normal dIsc izrie pra.e and poetic au.ge.4b ert oZ dtnctvs
th e cric!' A co' rne#n of tb vy
to be titxced her Is gei, &'ccncept ruxnIng tg iI th vaa'i 1 is
aaeuuied that tesche wlfl giie hepfui dflnitr nd d fer at11iii hcn
appIicabie Those omtended for thIs yea' Inde 1rt

:tes4 rnyth8

eEJ says, {3lrnpIe 1yrie, and D&r*tL
ce9 pec1y tUas.

Pofri of View-i_a

TM first Introduction to thIs cwrq1 t*bjcc aa1iM e1 wi the point
of vjeii of apent spke Jn & atMy, ea or If the speakei Is
'r, the tIncthn s!id be r&ia&ie betwbzi lrat pe k ztoMographLy and
Wtiv. If the point (t vter i tNrd te z1ius types ah1d be
dngu1e oiet, iodif1ed nIscient rit piiIn of view cI*ract,

GRADE DIGET

In either etied or toIec li atzr (see (Isaus ndr 'ortn,
be1ow, the aubert fts. bh a d nbsfract pI@e,. Th sabject
of storied litrathre sufly vo1s ed in ac1irs of
ar11th 1ini, lnvu1vfu vartous Inde of 1Ct., pee'ned in a iber Cr!
dltlerent etrictiiree (use Pn).

The subject of n tox4 rat, tgb it eventIy uset a ccrete
action,, eitheir st kZW present, s ts re1e'cnt, usu&y 1rvcs a aittemnt
of n abe(act reaclo that concrete t!4ng r eiet Wiiisnian walked 1'I
woods and sw the rzy bkoms, bt the subject of the CCft% he ta ab't
that ezpe'leiace Is his racdon to that eoncrete ov

In grade eight. aitd n Into grade a third ad kep, eating of the
tert fori ehd4 bra Jdo&c.d, n attenapi to avd the *Id cIsl
categi of Oø7. (tILIIIk, W &2Oe S Gnt dLI'
tinction Th! nction we cafl "Ie(r and "izs'storied" SInce b*h prOse
and verse c be bif1t rraud a plot (brDa) ov not tppoar both
stories ad eua; narratives a ce 2n ory. In theue
eara the tsc!er ca point cut ii ito'iod. woL'I prlactp3ms of oritlon

othzb than plot. The imale c oign1as lyics1 fc £iatance; c3tficatic
cctrut,, and ideas can t etys.

* st4e w atz4& ci see that 1z; tdse nd rhOz'kd ptes
are ourely present, but chiefly lo rethat wbkth 1t essential to the starid
form, but different from ns rie4bt psttez'nót IncIdeit anócaua3lt)r

we cag plot. ft ca be cbn that all these refnforernents dend on

.*



and enetne from the plot, an meet:dial complete of ollarader end incident,
arranged is a significant patternt Here the teacher ean intmdluce a discessieet
of whether or not character dominates a given plot, atudents here can begin
to analyse the structure 'of plea in varied forme; they can also begin a techni-
cal discueoion of other types of orgaaised/zu in noneltoried forms: time
schemes, logical patterns, and so on,

Suggested genres are the same as above, though more complex. Here,
for instant% =der unin..tive verse we move from the ballad through =ace
dotal narrative to narrative that approachen pure lyriee such an Hardy's
solflovy, "The Man He Killed."

Point of View

In storied works the point of view that the author makes his Chattactene
have is impoloant, cut is not of the antilter. (The
teacher should here MirtIngulah varfnee :nea:: @ the raWerraertr term:sue.,. Atete ....., Anew, m DV words, the speaker is net aleraye the spokesman
for the anther. Understanding this idea will later lead t understanding of
peneona, irony, etc. This sort of thing one Millis in "My Last Dechess.=
or GulLiver's Itravebia ibr instance.

In eonestoried winks we are usually concerned with the writer's own
point of view. How cif) we know what it is? Image, atatemeed of approval or
disapproval can lead the reader in snow.

Grades seven snit elf& are thus designed to lay the groundwork for the
work of the following years. The atudents are introftced to the three haute
terms of the curricultra, The tocelk !s dealt/mad to focus attention on the lit-
erature itself. The cerriculura exposes the stuckage to art the major genres
with which they will be dealing in /Ater years. Where they arise, critical
and technical concerto and vocebulaa7 are introduced in an informal man-
ner. The works selected for treatment involve some o the basic themes
with which so much of literature is concernede-themes and motifs which
wsll be picked up and elaborated on a later curve of the spiral curricuium.

GRADES NINE AND TEN

Grades 'vine and ten are designed to bald on the work of the previous
two years, as well as to provide a broad anpertence in reading various
works as a preparation for the work of grades eleven and twelve. Thus
the work of grades nine and ten can best be seen as transitional* While
the discussion of the various works is still centered around the concepts
of Subject, Forma and Point of View, much of the literature is approached
thematically. This approach introduces into the curriculum a method
of treating literature which receives more elaborate development in
grade twelve. Further, we hope that by grade nine many of the latudents
will/ be to eee that the three headings mer.ge. into onn another* Ova
way to achieve this goal is to introduce some of fist 'hematic or metaphoric
motifs that are 'basic to so much literature.



L*e wftn is of son a pirit and i*ce 3
a d 1o$ng1 h life en be eeam oriU i
space and tIme tvwar rüg uturtty. Ut*rtr aect

th!a upct oI epece. 1e jatrny mcdi or eIt'a t)
pervaaire archetpei eie prov1do te bi 2or the e*1c. rn 2

o the ye$ra ok

This dodit rnotif b the ntth gid, o wt M
beforo thur uaitaithg th tpil ptten of tke tiu. Po(tnc4 Artiuri wteri4 with * qut for the Graii be r&tr to

\ prviOJ8 wk i pth v4 gers. Tñ
can be en a trethg in more o ttd
the vog rthctd n "The Price th d" ir. tti

( th oZ th cy io mtr irice i
Wild i gt e1 1 id of 3ry qit * iTg

ipie for wok or1 ii; o t@ it t
Mi*dez t!t iti*e d hmn bi prMat
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The Meichant of Venice and Eibj It w131 be followed In th* tiinth
dear a*'4rrhe Athetitises of berv-and th study chae8peaU1 be co nwdT the etth

è1fth gradei. This kind of 'spirrIüig" I tenc to add to the pleasure
of UposaceajugU a i;ingle work the eei deeper aathsfaciioi of develOpthg
onie knowledge of 3rtaz! sonié sense of the tev loprent of

their cf the rob ce an vartety o their worI

Gi?ADE TN

Grade ten is desig to ahiv two main povies Firsts it ezte;øie
and e1argea cncepa in grade nine. More mature cncept9
mbodid in th terms orn and p! Aew are ü*roduced

while many of the theiha iiic veii the seme. For
intance, The Advectures of Etck1eb Fttrn a a woik 0! pure luiag-
iiation r mcti !or es of
irony and social and iora1 criticism more complex and rtound than
auything found in It. Slm1nr1y. in The of Julius Caesar
the 'comic' C eta of nice and Salmoriiie trazJ1ó'FtT
great tragic strtg1e of acierd Rome.

The is introduc d &s the students' first erietc with epic.
The epic trctre a a principle of forn embracing Odyiiaeu& journey
wifl etei the atudent3 understanding of the function of while
ixuch of the Qy will provide another view of lego ?7 and mythical
3naterlal eucowitered in earlier grades. The ai well as selectio
from PIutah's Lives to be read in conjunction th3uli Caer,
provides an opoiity for some study of the ways Iih alms
and methods of hiatoricv1 writing may at once resemble and dii!er from
tte aims and methods of poetry or drama. This ahoiId leiid to an unde
standing of aome of the comp1exitiei of point of views erndned as it
ia in mar cases by the author's choice of Bubject and fforn. Further
illustration of thiB important concept is supplied in a tidt on
and Pory," in 'which the same object is viewed thragh the eyes firstof a scientist and then of a poet. The object remMns the same, but thesect and f view vary widely.

The second major purpose of the tenth grade cu icilum Li to extend
the students' understanding of the wide ge cC rnat'ial that is found
under the headiig "lirt'e." This upect of the tenth graLe work picki
u concepl;s i uced in grade eight with ae1ection from Lindbergh tad

yerda]ti3 and cith bi ,boal mative; as w& as esys dIacseed
in units oi form Elaborathig oa the ear1is' worL, it eao prepses theth stud i1z the thematic troatner4 cC 1tszature In gz'ae twelve,
where dxina, uiay, poetry, and flctlo are eli tr*ted as nbcles for
acme paiticu1a:x tb*me.

BeeUee tbo hitovlce1 writing ci Phircl th the tegh aarn in"
cludea aobitgri Icel writh by siach psoLe at WI :.stn (ivfl,
Arthur Ientki, aad otbers groith" artattvv covith tI frt
childhood to young adulthood,
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The goeric apprcach to literature is ontirned witth ttudies in the
ehoa't tOry lyric poetry t1 the ove1, alt at a more comp1ec level
than in prevaa Most c the poems cloaen are from the tweitdleth

entury to emphaele that pactry e stUl very nuch wft ts, a tixit
goo(1 pory cn be made cut c avc ubiç a baebifl, morliatr
or bmn fhinu. Many nf the bIdF sri@ h style thee
uodern poeis aIsc serve to ssupprt the ontiicd atteiglon paid to

GMD ELEVEN AND TW12LV

t the rrlculun for gitdes ven and eight can t considered astuorj, and that c grsd nine a te ar an exirnsion or s
teanaIt)r then that of gradea e1ereii and twiv shouJi be regai'cled as
prv1&ng the culmination to the si'year pa'ogra

Wtke.palwaysinmind thtforsIareo1oiIthe
6tIAde1; tk twe'fth giade with be euth1. We must rthe &zrnber
that eru for toee otuderta uo pii to g o to collage ry ltew
ei ai SgUah ajora. Thua it aeets that our goal ihod be o prodici
irte]lignt amatvrs rather than enbryo$c p(esio3. If the iproduc
of our uizyear cuiricbrn can aç cach work and deal IelIger.
and peiceptively with such zeatcne as, What is the writer tryirg to
say? What techniques is he vingt How effectively den he vise t!e?
To whet tent is he ak1ng u f tradition? What iiitb on hatthe is he playirg? What forniM t&pects of the gea is he a1z?
-'-then w feel the carriculum will have &ne what we wnx It to di). To
this d, the litr&ture irriculu for grades e3*vozt. twsii wU deal
first with a cric and second wa a thematic approa Dy the
of the iiweth grade the studer* s1i1d be zly equIed t z'ead
i3euIgergi t should also hav6 real 1ullirity with a coIderb1
body at good literature

grade

Grade eleven will ke for its ran (thougi b mes d2Ista)coan one of r three basic t Forzr.s.nd cap1ari c of its
impiloations within var1ou ginrc. )uring the ps our ysarn t?ede iill ha been iiroduced to the concept aid 'W bea*z het a wk of literatm'e i au ttct orC1oual sbed b' tl

In grad. elev they wJL cons1ler some the L* ic terma *
ahepe i$n the va1as geei;, 'flwa a unit on the short star' will

htIdn as piot, cIirater, e*tIng. and the
releL *blpa ib3e among th thaee; oulitIo, cifli, an1a1on cilsIs epi'; eatd uo fQtb. The pe1 Mi.thk unitw21 Ie o th arlysi of short trias s mpb of ccon. csab1 A unit on poetry will deal with iazm Ipes of verse st&'re*4 ietic teIxts, and the tcliw&s use ms of trad9doa ysts. '5 aont the de3 the 4fratic foi' imple,1 o*rfltSjon of form to willbstP oe s
S1ut eaches will be tskn tardc the vel and.th drai (comedya



In drama the study of Shakespeare will continue in grade eleven withMaces This is of course the traditional Shakespearian tragedy for
high school study. By putting it on the eleventh grade level of the cur-
riculum we clear the way for other Shakespearian dramas in grade
twelve. Macbeth fits extremely well into the eleventh grade curriculum.
It is the shortest and most "open" of the great tragedies; for consider-ativ of the structure of a Shakespearian tragedy it is therefore the most
desirable. It supports current theories of tragedy that see the genre
as the progressive isolation of the protagonist, with his eventual expulsion
and the consequent mending of the rents in the social fabric. It deals
with one of the central considerations of the human condition: the relation
between free will and predestination. It lends itself to considerations of
patterns of imagery and dramatic diction. If the year's work is to be
focused primarily on a generic approach, Macbeth is a particularly
appropriate selection.

The dangers of such a method of organisation are obvious. There
may be a tendency among teachers and students to rely on one-sentence
definitions and an empty formalism. But carefully constructed units that
emphasize inductive approaches will do much to lessen this danger, and
the advantages that will accrue far outweigh the dangers. Further,
the year's woe will follow four years of wide-ranging reading in which
the treatment of the selections has been essentially ad hog, MI6- the
dangers of an external formulism will be lessened. "M.ustrations of
concepts can be drawn from previous work as well as new selections.
The year should help the students summarize and solidify the welter
of reading and impressions that they have gathered.

While much of the previous four years' work has been essentially
generic. no harm will be dorm by giving a year to formal acknowledgment
of the eetilstence of literary kinds, and the critical considerations that
attach to each After all, for, the rest of their lives the students will be
reading short stories, p001,1290 plays, land novel% To reinforce at this
level of the spiral curriculum the critical concepts through which they
may achieve some measure of discrimination in their reading should
certainly be one of tine enaia goats of the curriculum. li is, after all,
the geaerie_ appreach to the concept of form which will most relate to
their later reading.,

At the end of the year the students will be equipped with a basic
critical vocabulary a beginning knowledge of the traditional formal, re
quirements of the important genres. and some err f of that labor-
ious, COWiCiOUS, craftsman's half of literature of whieh g in-
spiration is the other half. If a work of literature is VI made thin& an
esthetic object coneciouely shaped and following its own laws, then some
understanding of how those Imre operate is esseraial.

Grade Twelve

Grade twelve consists of $ basic course which is geared for all
studeats8 both terminal, and college preparatory. aktio provided are
a set of units on assorted topics which the school or district can War
either as an enrichment program far collOge preparations or u a oat



of electives to be offered according to the training and inclination of theteachers in the individual school*

The intik course in grade twelve will be thematic in Dattire, althoughthat word may be spepect. The word as we use it refers to themee of
" aorrizal arid uitis-criplave a> 1' the twelfth trade will

literary validity* With a background in wide reading and some
approach lit;;;;ure as ,ft concerns itself at different times and in differentterms with suchl recur themes and motifs is The End of Innocence,The. Seardit for Wadi% Isolation of the Nero, Appearonee and Reality,The Quest* Beritagatn space will be found for the broader range of literaryerpressitieat ogri" ..autobiography, hifiatorys way, scientific writing-thus bringing tOat asipect of the spiral embrienhun to a final consideration*

Such an approach represent,: the *Null of which the generic approach1 in grade eleven it the Traria, A chance opens up hare to introduce someof tfortirCaP lkeyes idam Moat preozgenoric forms itntothor appmehaswhich are eurrentV receisiOng a deal of st tOriiiana At the date ofthin writirsr.grade twain ifif in the theoretical stage, int the mtthbaealtalligifl a gatt on, say, The End of hmocencet Adam andEve ( la and ton); Songs of Innocence and Experi Dais:11%11er;Eutid; Emma; . Heart of Darkness:I The Boar; Great 6.actatione;Young Goodman Brows; to mime a few that come intatectia'' .tely to mind*Other acinsideratiosis include units organised aranad the protean mania, .festaticor0 the pectoral motif, or the am *m theme*
Such an or of the curriculum of the last two years willprovide the ts with continued wide reading of major works invarious pores of both .older and modern litoraturs, It will provide the-students with" be solid: the ability to make a descriptive*declaim ntatsmen6 abregt a Work. It will.provide the better tineswith a Arm basis for faun study in cowmen at tray collage content*It will provide a theoretical framework and focus for the work of tbe

previprevious
four years, read will brim/ to odors* close allOS has gone

ous
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THE STUDY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE

What .differentiates man most clearly from other living creatures
is his ability to speak, his ability to handle with considerable ease and
skill, and without benefit of formal education, a system of arbitrary but
meaningful symbols. Must neonie take it for granted that wherever
man exists, language exists, but they seldom appreciate the significance
of rtiants being the speaking hnimal. It has, therefore, not occurred
to many people Bit the scientific study of language, especially one's
native language, may be a self-justifying eadeavor.

Though few of us ever find any practical use for the knowledge that
"the sum of the squares on the two legs of a right angle triangle equals
the square cn. the hypotenuse, " we willingly and eagerly commit our
children to the study geometry. Such knowledge seems eminently
practical to us. On the other hand, a study of one's own language is
not considered a practical matter unless it leads to other observable
resulta, preferably testable. It is contioned only if it makes the student
a better reader, writer, speller, anti speaker. Perhaps, however a
case can be made for teaching language as a discipline which is of
interest to humans because it is such an important part of their existence. ____,--

If we are to provide a language curriculum which cambelus irflec1------'-----

on other than practical grounds, however, weneed -alcapproach that will
not only observe and describe language-Wrone which will explain it.
Only if we try t ' explain can we get beyond the trivial. For example,
the planation of language can lead us to questions and answers about
inventing or recreating our native language, which is a different thing
from learning a second language. It is such an approach that we propose
ie this curriculum, The "transformational grammar" we outline is
eta that is concerns I with explaining the nature of the English language,
with explaining how it is possible for a child to assimilate the language
of his environment, sort it out and produce sentences of his own. The
"rules" of the grammar are really statements of the principles that govern
this process. They reveal how from a limited number of sentence types
it ir?, possible for native speakers of our language to recreate an infinite

numbea of transformed sentences, sentences they have never heard

before ea° spoken. They reveal also how it is possible for native speakers

of our language, by the time they are five or six years old. to under-
stand most sentences that they come in contact with though they may
never have heard the sentences before.

These problems, and others like them, can only be addressed
through the medium of a truly rigorous and scientific grammar, though

no more scientific or rigorous than geometry or algebra. And perhaps
if the grammar by which language is studied is rigorous and formal,
linguistics will be accepted for the scientific inquiry that it is. Be-

cause grammar is a science that deals with something that is an impor-

tant ingredient of 3veryday life, we might hope that ft could contribute
something of a practical nature to the members of a practical society.
If the study of the grammar of English could lead to the solution of some
of the linguistic and quasi -linguistic problems that human beings are
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asked to solve or try to solve, its lefEcctiveness could certainly not be
questioned. It is reasonable to believe that a scientific English grammar
can be an effective approach in the following areas:

1, &ening (a quasi-linguistic prolAem): Inasmuch as our society
places a premium on correct speling, it behooves all of us to lea en the
not alviays xsui3psc systela that chitraeterizee English Spelling, u a student
has good control of the phonology of English and of the sound patterns
which form words, and if he understands some of the historical develop-
ment of the language, English spelling can be reduced to something like
order. A great number of regular and consistent phonemes and spelling
associations are found in the system. For example, the phoneme 4/
regularly corresponds to the spelling -ee-. However, it would be
naive to suggest that English spelling is mostly phonemic. A !",c-ea
portion of it reflects erivation of words, and there exist easily
defined rules of wation. For example nee-mate" was formed from
the earlier Itch 'donation, " it from "oration, " "peeve"
from " eevish, " and ""j elr from "jellye "

A knowledge of this derivation Amid help a. student in understanding
and remembering the spelling of Mil weds. Moreover the spelling
of derived words often carries the root word as part of their visual
appearance although the pronunciation has been lost. For example,
t1 spelling of "objection" preserves its derivation from the nom
"objects " but the pronunciations and hence the phonemic spelling
iabjekshenis does not. In a way we might say that we have a psycho-
logical awareness of the derived form which trelps us reliember how to
spell the word. For example, we think the -e- in "object" and the
-t- in "Metal" though we don't pronounce them. This psychological
awareness explainu the spelling. The -e- and the -t- are, of course,
pronounned in "objection" and in "metallic". We can say, then, that
a consideration of the formation of words (morphophonemiIs) of the
language could lead to a clarification of Enei.ish spelling.

Finally, a good part of English spelling, could be explained if not
justified by some knowledgi of the history of the language. Perhapsfew students will spell better for knowing that in early Modern Englishspelling. But this knowledge till clear away some of the mysteriousfog that surrounds seeming inconsistencies in he spelling system.
Seen from a simpleminded phonemic point of view they are of course
glaringly inconsistent. But the fault is in the point of view as wellas in the system.

2. Punctuation: The regular relationtithips as well as the irregular
ones betv7eenglish punctuation and intonation can also be clarified
through a study of the phonology. For instance, the commas which surround
nonrestrictive appositives in our language correspond to the slight
hesitation which we give them in speaking

3. Good , and realm: If °IIA means sezially
determiner Correctness, we will have to admit that it would be easier

-16-
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to get up a list of the things ("he don't, " the double negative), etc
that are not admitted to standard English than it 7;mould be to present a
whole complex grammatical statement to justify the deeired forme.
But if mci means effective writing and reading, then it can be said ..
that a scientific; grammar, such as the one we are presenting in this
curriculum, provides an exceptionally clear and graphic way foe showing
students how ceanplez linguistic, structures are built from!' simple ones--
how, for examplee stringy, ineffective writing can be transformed mto
tight, effective writing. On a simple and basic: level it can be shown that

The boy hid the ball.

and

The ball struck the witateeell

can become, through structural change, "The boy hit the ball that
struck the window. 'I

Moreover, by showing the student that it is net always possible
to write the way we speak, we can help him avoid many g.e the ambi-
guities which are commonly found in writing. Knowledge of the fact
that intonation, assertive stress, etc., which help reveal the :meaning
of spoken language, are absent in the written language should make him
more conscious of the various interpretetions which might be put on
what he writes. For example,

He sat in front so that he could see the door and not his, son,

would never be misconstrued in speaking, for the speaker, by irtonatien
and stress, would mike it perfectly clear what he meant. But obviously
it can be ambiguous when written,

If it is effective writing that is wanted from language study, it
should be possible to get better results from a scientific grammar
which accurately eteplains the language, Again if it is correct writing
that is wanted, the grammar will show that the dialect differences
(regional and social) are only minor differences, and that all cf the
dialects, the socially preferred and the socially unacceptable, have
complexity and have rules. On one language level (the socially accepted
and educated) we say "He doesn't." But on another level (the tine
educated) "He don't is always used. Both are meaningful, 'int unfor-
tunately they are only acceptable in separate social situations,

As far as reading is concerned, the ability to analyze and explain
linguistic structures will carry over most into those situations where
the student is asked to do jet that--to understand. rather than to be
understoodt Incidentally, the formal nature of the poetic, structure
makes it an ideal place in which to examine the rile and the breakIng
of the rules of scientific grammar. When Eraily Dickirwon talks about
butterflies leaping off "banks of noon she is latching language to
new limit; tale is exemplifying a rule of the /azigua.ge by breaking its

-17-
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Thus the study of a truly scientific grammar,. such. as the trans.formational grate' tar. we propose, c bavei practical and positiite effects.It also lends itself well, to the historical Study of langUake. Presumablythe historical' Stutr of language is justifiOd in that it allows us to readwith understanding and some ease the literature of earlier periods.But there are also other justifications. Like the social differences inlanguage, the historical 'differences will be seen as very alight between
one, histcrical period and the next. Only *hen we look at the opposite
ends of-the development of a languages, for example Old English asoppos6d to Modern American English, do we see the differences asextreme; yet they are superficially extreme. There is a great dealof phonological difference and some chsnage in the formation of words,but few grammatical categories have been added or subracted. Thereis, however, much semantic change through loans of various kindsand semantic shifts of varyitg kinds and extent, Once it is understoodreally how little English has changed ap.mtzu....disttaall over the centuries,students will begin to understand how language can change withoutanyone really noticing it. Since the study on regional differences willbe correlated with the study ef language history, he will also beginto understand the relationship between chronological change and geo-graphical variation within a given language, Regional dialects willemerge not as the result of, say, Southern laziness or perverseness,but as the natural function of time and geographical septratiora Oncethe way the other fellow speaks is seen as natural and notaffected, we can expect more understanding to run between the variousregions of the United States But again this is a possible, not a neces-sary, result of linguistic sophisticadon. Regional dialects and socialvarieties are natural results of geographical cleavage and Social cleavage;the student Should know this, and know it well,

Other matters should be dealt with in the study of the Englishlanguage. The student should for example know how to handle a dictionary,including eventually all varieties from the vest pocket type to the OxfordEnglish Dictionary. He should know what is in the dictionary, what shouldbe in it, and what should not be there even if it does happen to be there.(It is an uninforeded public 'that feels it is betrayeelwhen a dictionaryceasee to prObribe and beginS to record usage. The latter job is,after all, tht. one the dictionary ought to. do, Certately the shoetcorningsof Webster ilketi:opaen the side of too Tattle. attention to adtquate descrip-tion Sther thatitott nauch..) This. knoteledge about di.#iottaries can bestbe go#qn, got by Oevoting a given part of the sik years (i;ay the secondpart. of to freshen year) solely to dictionary work, but by using thedictionary all the way through as an aid in the study of English. Forexample, it can be used for its otyinolotidai materiel when language historyis being sty/died, for tracking down word families when derivationalnpelling is considered, and for levels of meaning when semantics isstndied.

Some history of the origin of writing and something about thevarious majtir *kinds of writing systems shou:d alSo be included in t/eecourse of attltilya And certainly a )oel deal of time in the junior orsenior year' ht:tio be spent 4'14 the ahstraCt *tture of language,how la-nittae lecitafied, etc;
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The organization of the curriculum dealing with the many topics
briefly discussed above is simple; it is a spiral of learning which has
two basic characterintics. First, a complete grammar is presented
at every level, in every year. It then is complicated from within.
Roles are added, rules; are reviewed and modified. The grammar grows
from grade 7 through ;grade 12 until it is as complete as any grammar
need be though it :le never as complete as the grammar used by any
el en speaker of the Tenglish language. Seconsk, the easy problems are
always attacked lint; thus :for example the Early Modem English of
Shakespeare is appeoached for study only after score fairly sound foun-
dations in Modern iinterican English keive been laid down and certainly
before Middle Englis!e is studied. (Perhaps the proper time for studying
Early Modern English or Middle English or American English dialects
is when the student is reading Shakespeare or Chaucer or maybe Twain,
In this way the historical knowledge will be more broadly based than if
a few brief passages of Early Modern or Middle English were the basis
of the study. ) The principle of attacking the easy problems first is an
important one, but the student should never of course be given the
idea that he is being sheltered from more difficult problems. It is
too easy to say ''that wont be studied until you are a sophomore";
it is more difficult, but also more intriguing from the student's point
of view, when he has questions, to give him on the spot at least a capsule
glimpse of the mysteries of being a sophomore. The student should
be aware that what he is being given at any one point is only part of the
vast complex syetera that is the English language and that he wal never
finish a formal treatment of that vastness.

The outline of the curriculum supported by this prolog and philosophy
is detailed for grades seven, eight, nine and ten. The actual writing
for those glades has been completed. That for the first two years has
been tested for a full year in the classroom and revised on the basis
of test test. The material far the second two years will be tested during
this school year (1965-66) sled is subject to revision on the basis of
that experience. The outline for the grammar for the last two years is
brief since the curriculum for these yearns is only now being written.
However, it ehculd be possible to see soenithing of tine nature of what is
intendbd for these last tViTI3 years by reading the outline. The entire
curriculum, of course, is subject to revision as further reactions
are received from classroom teachers.

The language avriculunt for each grade level is divided into that
which deals strictly with the granunar and that whit li is concerned with
other aspects of language stuiy--sociologica, historical, etc.

GRADE SEVEN

L 11121 gmulagan A stequerce of rules, known as phrase structure
rules, that explain the gratranatical utterances cif the language.
These roles lead to kernel sentelleCS--simplo, decle.rative, active
sentences which are the basic sentences of the Innemage (there
being a finite number of types). AU other serstame types are der-
ived from the kernels by processes called transformaniorust The
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4.1

grammar for the seventh grade is primarily concerned with leading
the student to arrive inductively at these rules and to understand
the nature of kernel sentences,

(Insofar as definitions are needed for nouns, verbs, adjectives,
etc., the definitions of traditional and structural grammar Will
serve the purpose. Thus it will be possible to build upon what
knowledge a student may arrive wits, But by the tiene the student
has completed the phrase structure rules which explain the
kernel sentenoe, he shotild bave a deeper understanding of what
constitut leen or verb and what they do than can be afforded
by any simple definition.
The phrase stricture rules in this initial presentation of the
grammar are a short liat of partially ordered rules directed
toward distinguishing the main constituents of the sentence -tithe
verb and its au:Wier:les, adverb, noun, and adjectiveand how
they occur in sentences,

1. Five main Id ert types are recognized.
a, the verb be
b. linking verbs- -each as sesttli become etc.
c. mid verbssuch as weigh, (aitliTrlie weighs fifty

pounds..7, cost, etc.
d. intransitf.ve verbs
e, transitive verbs

No subcle.saitication of verbs is presented at this level.
The method of approaching the rules governing these verb
types is induetive. By asking questions about the way various
elements of our language operate, and by encouraging the
students to auk questions, the teacher should be able to get
the class to write the appropriate rules. For example, examine
the following five sentences:

(1) He was my friend.
(2) He became my frierel.
(3) He hit nay friend,
(4) He went away.
(5) He weighed fifty p,ounda.

By questioning how the verbs in these sentences behave
we can discover that only (3) can be made passive; only
(1) can invert to initial position for a yeseoreno question;
in both (1) and (2) the number of the word to the left cf the
verb determines the number of the word to 'the right o: the
verb (if we change "he" to "they, " the corresponding change
"friend" to "friends" must follow); (5) cannot be modified
by. a manner adverbial, such as "slowly," but (2)s (3), and
(4) can. These and over operations would lead us in a purely
formal way tc diertingaish five main verb types. (The assigning
of symbols to the variceas sentence elements makes it possible
to formulate graphicalkr and clearly r1.he phrase structure
rules which show the underlying tructure of a particular
sente-nce type. Later the use of the same symbols makes it



possible to formulate clearly the transformation rules whichshow how complex sentences develop from kernel sentences).We can, then formulate the follcwing rules to distinguish
the five main verb types:

a) The serdetice consists of a noun phrase (subject) and a
verb 3xbrace (predicate) which y Mheiliriati asla

Sentence -----). NP + VP (.4 means "is
rewritten as. cs)

b) The verb phrase will consist of auxiliaries plus verb ..This fact can be symbolized as
VP Aws + Verb .

c) Verb will be either a be verb plus a predicate, or someother kind of vex* symbolized as Vrb, Thus:
Verb...4 be + P' (Pr predicate adjective, pre-

or V dictate noun, or predicate ad-
verbial)

.d) Vrb can be either a linking verb plus predicate or one of
the remaining verb types, symbolized as Vb. This:

Vrb IfInk + Pr
or Vb

e) Vb will be either a mid verb plus a noun or it will be one
of the remaitning types, symbolized as V. Thus:

Vb Vmid + NP
or V

vs'

f) V will be either.' an intransitive verb at, a tremsitivt verb
plus a noun. This fact can be symbolized in Wit rule:

V Vin (whoze NP *direct object)or Vtr + NP
2. The Eva/Mary material witch occurs 9trt front of to main

verb at the aertonce &men to co mitt at twice, and certain
optimal elemettis-eatadiatt,;, the helping word have and thehelping word be:.-wbint. 'occur 1.17, that order. Weelirtmg verbhave invaris* lames the next verb is the shim to take its
pa `participle fcrm (a fact sythibolized by bane a Thehebtre verb be itvariably causes the nest Varb-tiiWw its
"prsweet pas-tic (or toil) form. So the string of symbolsfor a verb se which inchtdes ell the pmsible elements
woad look this

Mil 4+ M+ have + es + be + lug+ verb

rrne,,,.**



This is a symbolic description of a verb string like
would have been running

3. The notion of igd ective is introduced wifthout am further sub-classification e seventh gradee am only at one form of thepredicate which follows be verbs and linkirn verb= The adverbof iocation is dealt with here also as anoMer fbrm of the
predicate following be and liniftt verbn.

3. The only other subclass of adverb introduced in the setrenthgrade is the manner adverb. Both here and in later warsadverb subclasses are determined on the basis of substitutingthe appropriate question wordt. Each adverb leads naturallyto a different question word. For example

He hit it bard (How did he hit it? Hard is a manner
adverb.

He is in town (Where is he? In town is a locative adverb.)
4. The noun can be further broken down into finer classiifications

in the follic:nvin,g steps, which we also symbolize:a) Wails will be either countable nouns or mass noun%That is, they can answer the question how may orthe question how much.
N Not or Nm (where None couffitable noun),

and Nm at mass nouns)b) Countable mum; can be further broken down into animateand inanimate nouns.
Ncat Nan or Nin (Nan vs animate awns; 14in

inanimate nouns)c) Animate nouns will be either human or nonhuman.Nan Nhum or Nnon (Nhum a human nouns; ig11011
nonhuman nouns)

Mass nouns are distinguished as a type of limn which is alwayssingular. Animate nouns; are distinguishe6 as nouns 'whiches ti fon= verbs like "terrify." Human nouns are thou aboutwhich we ask "who" and "whom." Thlo rl will includeall the personal pronouns except it. )
U. Social levels: A unit called Varieties Asses thearfferbercallargely morphophonemic) t.St separst( the V111101,13social levels. Social levels are a liatural function of social cloavage.The linguistically astute human being can operate on the blvd.called for by the social situation. The school claitsroore doTinitionrepresents the social level requirin educated speech,

EIGHTH GRADE
104.11,4.

I. The r: After an appropriate review of the phrase stye:turaMies seventh grade, the eighth grade is concerned with us



expansion of these rulesa and then with some transformation rule%
specifically those deelieg with passive constructions question,
and several complex traysformations involving joietin/ elements
of two different sadencesa and embedding one sentence in another.
A. Expansion of phrase structure rte, les: The 13 phrase etructure

rules of the 611Mf@nth grade grzwivratIr lettlA to a is kernel sen-tences, but they are very general rules which heave unexplained
many elements in the grammar of the English language. The
!first unite in the eighth grade expand and complicate some ofthe rules. The p. se in this refinement of rules is not only
to give a fu er urderetandiNg of it elements of our
language but also to foster in the student a questioning attitude
toward party of his la ge andl, an appreciation of ways in
which the rules which describe the language can be formulated.

1, The Blest expansions add the two optional adverb classes
- -time, and locates or places The subclagesizication ie
again made on the basis of the kind of (*wartime they lead to
eewhen? and where? Students are lead to discover that
these elements may optionalky occur in zany seuteacee

2. Next some of the verb classes are further subdivided. The
general clasp of intransitive verbs is broken down to show
that among intransitive verbs is a class which occurs with
adverbs =lowering the question "t what place?" This sub-
class of adverb can be called a directional adverb. It is
!afferent front the locative adverb which answers the question
"in what place?" The difference in the two can be seen in the
following sentences:

The cat is sleeping on the tables iat what place)
The at ran to the barn. (to what place)

Only a small class of intransitive verbs occurs with the
directional, adverb, A rule formalizing this breakilown can
be symbolized in this way:

yin see.)
Vidir + Dir

3 A final expansion of varb classes in this year is concerned
with the Madre verb. This class is a subdivided on the
basis of those verbs which occur with manner adverbs and
those whia do not. This can be illustrated by the tact that
we say

He became president
but not

He seemed tired eeillitgily.

Sendente Mt led to write a rule which indicates that there
are tin two subclasses.
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viac + (Man)
Vhaketeh_

(11st
(Where V eb stands for
active g verbs which
occur with. Manner adverb,
and Viet stanCe bra stall is
/inking verbs. )

Transformational miles: The pheeee structure mien, both these
oi! the seventh grade and those expansions &meld in the eiighth
grades lead to kernel sentercess That is, they =Vet% telemectsfound in basic English sentences, but they do not explain the quesetons, passives, negatives, attrl other core complicated structureswhich form the language we use every day, Kerne/ sentences
become the complicated sentences of our language bpi transforma-
tion. The mew s1 processes involved in transformations are
orderly and it ts possible to in bate them by clearly defined ruleswhich describe the various steps: In the eighth grade we are
concerned'with two kinds of transforneations--singleebase
operations on one sentence and double-base operations in which
two sentences become one

la Single-base transformations: The eighth grade ceversonly two single-base transformations, but they are impor-
tant ones and account for a large number of the sentences
of the languages

so The passive transforeaations The rule for thie trans-
forroatiori like all the rules, will hopefully be written by
the class on the basis of its experience with the sentences.
The rules! ezplain the enact structural dome involved
in deriving the transformed sentence° For instance,

The nan ate the oranges

becomes through clearly definable structural clangers

The oranges was ,eaten by the man.

Experience with sentences of this general type should
lead to the general rule:

Noun phrase 1 (subject) + verb + Noun phrase 2
(object)becomes

Noun phrase 2 + be + verb + by + Nowt nttra,se

(Note: It should be.ip_inted out tZrott for the sake of brevii
and simplicity in this outline we are leaving out a greet
deal of information which the student Itimaaf will settFor instances in this outlhte when we have symbolised
sentences` a above, we litaeve ignored that complicated
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but essential matter of tense, wh4.ch is always shown
in our language by the first word in the verb phrase and
must always be indicated in any accurate description of
Iiin English sentence. )

b. Question. transformations: Question transformations
are Perrivei at by exazninine what happens: to kernel API,.
tences when they are turned into various kinds of ques-
tions. For instance, by reversing the subject and the
first word of the verb string in the following sentences,
we produce sentences which might be called yes-or-no
questions, because they call for that kind of answer.

John has made the touchdown.
Has John made the touchdown?

Mary is running down the street.
Is Mary running clown the street?

Georke will sleep all day.
Will George sleep all day?

(The symbol =el) indicates "becomes by structural
change. ")

To form yes-or-no questions from sentences which
have only a single item in the verb is more complicated.
What happens, for instance, when the following sentences
become yeseoreao questions?

John made the touchdown. -----rt....
Did John make the touchdown?

f.

Mary ran down the street. =-..4
Did Mary run down the street? '

It is possible to lead the student to see that two things
have happened. 1) "Did" has been added and now indicates
the tense; and 2) the subject and at least part of the
verb have traded places. By moving the symbols for the
basic kernel sentence around, it is possible to formulate
a graphic rule.

NP + verb + NP -=-4,
Did + NP + verb + NP

Similarly, other kinds of quest Lon transformations can
be symbolized and the rules for what happens can be
formulated. Thus we can traneform

to
John has made the touchdown. --x...-.4

Has John made the touchdown?



to What has John made?

to Who has made the touchdown?

And Mary ran down the street.

to Where did Mary run?

One aim of this unit is to illustrate the fact that a basic
relationship exists between all kinds of questions. Finding
such relationships is what makes it possible to show how
a general transformation rule can account for many kinds
of sentences.

Double-base transformations: These transformations explain
how two sentences are combined to form more uorn...plex
utterances. We deal with two kinds in the eighth grade.

a. Conjunctive transformations: These transformations
explain how sentences like the following pairs become,
through conjunction, transformed sentences.

Bill went fishing for trout)
Bill and Joe went

--ifishing for trout,
Joe went fishing for trout

Florence washing the dishes\
Florence washed

jand dried the
dishes.

Florence dried the dishes

He had prepared ham )
k He had prepared

ham and eggs.
He had prepared eggs

etc. It should be fairly easy for students, to write the
rules' for these conjunctions. For instance, the sentences
of the first pair are symbolized in this way:

NP1 + verb + NP (object)

NP2 + verb + NP (object)

The rule for the conjunction can then be symbolized in
this way:

NP
1

+ and + NP
2

+ verb + NP (object)

The examples we have used here are, of course, extremely
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aimp/te,, .but-t4e .c.wripp. is designed, t,9 work froT,#),e_
eimplo,to theAiffie*t and in each unit there, az'e -eicerdiges
of varying difficu4ty which should provide work for stu-
dents of various levels of ability.

b. Embedding transformations: these transformations are
eit once, mum rutficatit anA intereeng. A go, Aeal
of time in the eighth grade is spent on adjectival subor-
dination, which is one form of embedding, and on possessive
embedding.

Yor examples, if we are given two senteneep, one, of which
is of form subject be predicate adie4livso and
the other of which contains a noun which-LS Um same as
the noun subject or the first sentence, then the first
sentence can be embedded in the second sentence in the
following steps:

The house is
I live in the house

I live in the house which is green

I live in the green house.

This process, like all the others, can be expressed
in the form of a rule by using symbols to show exactly
what has happened. This is an example of adjective ern
bedding.

Or, if we are given two sentences, one of which is of
the form subject + have + object, and the other of
which contains a noun which is the same as the noun
object of the first sentence, then the first sentence cart
be embedded in the second in the following steps:

Harry has a boe
The book is exciting.]

The book which Harry has is exciting.

.."MallIMIIIIMIMI.

The book Harry has is exciting.

Harry's book is exciting.

Again, in the eighth grade gramma r: students are asked
to examine a number of sentences of this kind and to
analy_ge what has happep4 in each step, They are then
4.13W 0 write the rule which deberfibefi the firocess. In
so etolu, tim conic to hitye a be#107, 14p4erstiinding of
how the peticmpf .'.',pip iyen .9..etTE? coppli,,tiriguage

pmfatmtmene ruction s come from two
kerns, or basic, Englis e sentences.
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IL The general language material for this year is found in two units
--one on phonetics and one on the development of writing systems.
The goal of the first is simply to teach the phonetic alphabet and
to make students aware of the nature of sounds of their language sand
the relation of sounds to language. The unit on writing systems Le
a brief history of the development of an alphabetic script.

NINTH GRADE

L The grammar: The whole grammar is again reviewed and compli-
cated. The complication features a further breaking down of verb
classes, particularly the introduction of verbs which take indirect
objects; verbs which have particles, verbs which appear only with
piepositons,and those which take directional adverbs (other than
the intransitive directional verbs discussed in the eighth grade).
A unit on the determiner expands the rules on tee noun phrase, and
there is an additional mit on the question. The year's work is
completed with the introduction of the negative.

A. Expansion of the transitive verb.

I. The indirect object verb is one of many classes of transi-
tive verbs. The student is led inductively to ask questions
about how various verbs behave and to classify them according,
to their behavior. For instance, he is asked to examine
sentences like the following:

Jeremy hit the ball.
eremy gave me the ball,

On the basis of what happens when these are made passive,
it is possible to characterize the difference. The first can
become passive in only one way, but the second can form two
passives.

but
The ball was hit by Jeremy.

The ball ws.s given me by Jeremy.
I was given the ball by Jeremy.

This is a distinctive feature of a certain class of transitive
verbs which we call indirect object verbs.

2. Another class of transitive verbs are like the ones found
in the following sentences.

He looked up the number He looked the number up.
The boy put on ids shoe. ne=-4 The boy put his shoe- en.
Jane took off the cover. Jane took the cover OM
Tha man looked over *ha htstainkca.4

The nee looked business over.
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Verbs like the ones in these sentences require the movable
words (those like p2, gilt, and over) which eLre labeled
particles.

3. Other transitive verbs require a preposteon, which differs
from the particle in not being able to move beyond the object.
For example

The girl looked at the picture.
The janitor swept out the dirt.
We raked up the ;eaves©
Mary turned on the lights.

in these sentences at out ug, and on are considered part
of the verb because tie verbs, in the sense they are used
in here, would not appear without the prepositions.

4. The 'unit on the final class of traroitive verbs considered le
this year, that which occurs with directional adverbs/ is an
expansion of a concept found in the eighth grade. There we
developed the notion that certain intransitive verbs take
directional adverbs, those which tell "to what place " Now
we develop the notion that certain transitive verbs may also
occur with this kind of adverb. For instance.

He pushed the cart to the Ay ore.

After students have distinguished these various classes, they
are led to write a symbolic rule which summarizes their
observations.

B. The thi.Ird unit of the ninth wade giresnmar deals with the deter-
miller) that elermnt *Itch precedes tha noun in a noun phrase.
The material trhich precedes the neun in English s,,Intances is
varied and fai21,7 co? Alex. k this lazed we limit the discussion
onto. to an examination of azeVicles distingashing between the
definite the and the indefinit a sib or SM. The development
of the notrin that !ALI and som realVitizree forms of the
same element introduces the Wialgent 'too sn important principle
for making linguistic distinctions,

. That is, if two items
111waya mew in the same portion--es &Ian and some before nouns
....and yet are not interchangeable, -en can conclude that they are
two forme of the same item. That isd atan never occur where
emit doee,

C. The organleing device of complicating from within the grammar
of previous years is especially well illustrated in the ninth
grade unit on the gee, tion traneforneution, which was first
developed in the eighth grade. This device enables us to in-
corporate as we progress the latest linguistic concepts of this
kind of grammar. In the ninth grade we account for the fact
that there is an underlying difference between such sentences as

Ee swiped the coolies.
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and
Did he sAvipe lie cookies?

though they may have the same phrave structure pattern. The
difference is the iultirnate direction o the sentences. One becomes
a question and one doesn't. If this notion is accounted for at
4t le ,frtf rtqes kevigai aartfariraap by the
addition. of an orytitesd symbol, this symbol can then indicate
that transformation Ni4till produce the question. Thus we can say
thivt a sentence is made up of a Noun Phrase said a Verb Phrase
and that it rally become t question.

D. The final unit of the year wows how the negative word not appears
in sentences. Ey exan:dning many neptive sentences, the student
is 11,Ki to observe that not appeArs alter the first auxiliary word
of the verb ottriner if a:me Aglaia!, or atter a form of do if it
doesn'It For example:

He has run fast
He is running fast
He will run fast
He runs fast

He has not run fast.
He is not running fast
He will not run fast.
He does not run, fast.

The optional symbol Net! is also placed in the first rule to
show tint sentences may head in a negative direction.

Though not is only one itp,rm of the negative, it is the most
commonform, and this introttaction to the complexities of
negative sentences should give the student the information for
further investigation at a later time.

II. General Ida.. / 19; Material: A unit on lexicography and one on the
history of the language completes the language material for the
ninth grade in this curriculum. The lexicography unit discus er!.
the making of dictionaries and opens up the question of the authoritr
of the dictionary. The history unit is tied closely to the Shakespearean
play being read in the literature curriculum and is concerned chiefly
with the syntax of Elizabethan English. If the students have been
well grounded in the syntax of their own language and the process
of transformations, the comparison with the structure of Shakes-
peare's English should be both interesting and entirely possible.

TENTH GRADE

I. The rammv: The tenth grade grammar, after the neceseary
review, evelops the imperative, building on concepts introduced
in the question and negative units of the ninth grade. Other units
deal with the noun clause, the reason adverb, additional matertal
on determiners,, and a further expansion of the transitive verb
class to include complements.

A. The imperative

./ftritr=e1E1M=t32== s==ffi/Z=Z1/ZZgaZ
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The student is led, again indactively) to see that imperatives,
such, its

Close the door.

are transforms of kernel *anteroom Trebich have L'isma as the erbject
nd m. pizrase and which contain the Medal hill.

era!, *lose the for.

Close the *tore

emigailag

This seem a fairly obviwas notions lbut V91:11ge Izevicus grammars
which often took it for glinted. the granu,tar wit are developing
eavlaine bzre we kw", tint the cgrrromposiling diDdarative contains
7 and 7,91. It often proof in the same sense eat mathe
maticians prove geontsttic theorems

Be Nom Queen
This unit lint ilinstrttett how ma atom MI ri
embeddlog o 1l ell sentence in anoZher6 Fox

It is trim
He is here 24')

Itistruethaheishereo

By emperimenting with vorious 110_2i4001111 the Mem* led to
see that noun clauses cait be embidded thlis Clartelt !SW'S of
lernatise, =akin this discovery the ails* glimmers
a particular class of noun labia can own opposite
clause a sentence with for the verb, For usamplei we say

That he wall be elected is it tut)
Bmt we don't say

That he will be elected is as book
nor

That he vreill be eter:4:d is it WAIL

The 'Wont is abe led to see tint Inch noun classes occur opposite
a certain class id" adjective.

Voft he will be elected is isia
0

0

lint not 1704 ha wiXL be elected 3a happy«

lriral3r, the work with the noun dame reveals ,a lepecial class
transilive verb which :requirov.4 as a Weed; (kid* imams which

are ao2 44911 For Nam&

That Ito sOpti c terriflodja

0411L..7.77.r=rp.wory



Co The Complement Verb
A certain class of transitive ?orbs is thole found with complements.
We are concerned with identifying these verbs and discovering
the transforimtions by which the complements get into the
eentences of the lat.Airgege. For instance we inquire how

We elect John k becomes
John Le president j

We elect John president.

Other evil:kyles of this kind of verb are seen in the following
sentences,

I consider him a genius*
The queen dubbed him a laVat.
Jack painted the fence white.
The teacher forced h1 to goo
We believed "elm to be honest

It :is possible to show he each one of these sentences is a trans-
formation from tv'o icernel acute:ices. The eteides are d to
e:Aerate:xi the exact steps by which the sentence is derived and
to formulate EL rule to itescribe the Tirocess.

D The Reeeee Peleeel.?
The material in elite unit iniiroduces the let:Verb. It will be deve-
loped more completlay in a comprehensive unit on 01 :adverbials
in. the eleventh grades, In generals mann eiver-U are shown
to be those which lend to the quest ioe wig?

We teolc the trip tor Aim
Why dicil you take th trip?

avor fun is a eeason gieffeerb)

E. The Determiner
Another look at the ieterminer revels a connection between
the kind of article which precedes the tzeue and wbother fit can
be followed ley a rectrictive or nonrestrictive ClirahA, FCC
exameles iya preceding roue 11001I18 cell for a :restrictive
cheese after it

Any child who ar.severs correctly gets a trip to Dioneyland.

This unit is an attempt to probe more deeply into the structual dff-
ferestce between restrictive ard nonrestrictive elements in the
noun phrase than is usually attempted.

II. General 1411 e Matti: A ilecond =tit on the language of
MgiSiithen ng naT3 a tip the general Atenguage mateeiel of
the tenth grade cur it is again correlated with the Shakes-
pearean play taught in the literature curriculum and deals not
onbr with the oyntax of the period so it can be explained in terms'
of transformational grammar, but also with a ducky of the phonoe



logical aspects of Elizabethan E Joh, bow it was pronounced
and how the pronunciation ditto from that of modem Emliabe
The student should have a firm. enough grounding in the grammar
of his own time go make this i revealing Maly for him. He will
b able to trake Ha own comparisons ntld contnets and be led to
form Borne genera/ observations about the way langwaga changes.

ELEVENTH GRADE

I. The grammar: it is intended Oat Ws will be the last major
ezpansion or the gra s which has by this time rested a
rather full sate at i:tunpleadly. The most frequent subordinating
and coozbdL_.nating trtanforinations ham been presented, awl the
students should be at home with the coluepte Only a few addition.
are contemplated for this year. The tint wg1 review all ackfera
bids and attempt to deal comprehensively wilt adverbial clauses,
which will be ithown to bah the result el embeddim sae sentence in
another. The student win be asked to discover the mtg.'s by which

Uthe embedding lm 1 G will also be a unit on detrived
wrangle and weft ars. We will be command with andiarsg the
source a such worCs blenefing, max, *Mu In en"
tences

Tho %whine ma
The book

- 7 1

is .4I-__..,,liko
<,

He Ittiiked at tau eugaz chtia.

These too cm he sib own to be the remit ed embedding simpler
sentences.

with these addition; the grammar for this year will ha primarily
conctIrned with et/Attempt to look comlikveheislivaly at all et the
elements dwelopod in the °e viler 7sare ae this curriculum in
order to see how tin parts are relate& It J expected i st this will
lead to some urderatanding of general lingpistic consideration%
For instance, the students shadd be ready to deal with the recurs&
sive netwe of the revs which gems% eentoutesa Thfis, di courses
is the quality of am' sod probebky a 4t s, which

it possible t) a& 112424364ass indefinitely by afolying the
raW *pin un wins This *NMI 3nekss such 1116M100.9 as the
following poiosible:

This is the wok thritt crowed the mom, that woke the
boy all tattered and tam who nilksd the cow with the
crumpled hot ma ON tossed tin dogs 4, eat atii the
malt thid lay in the house that Jack hunk.

The limitation of the hutialMi mind is all 'that prevssia a hesfam*
of in isiostbz

We also hope to load the shady* to see the necessity Ge oralift
both phrase eruct:re end tla Illansf4Wthithrill rules. The ereleve3
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ing of the rules, of course, is an especially important concept
in this grairarar. It is what makes it possible to call it a genee
ative grammar. The necessity of ordering will require a review
of all the rules and justification for placing each one.

in the course of formulating previous rules various prciblezas
have developed. The students &Auld be ready now to consider
such problems and to attempt to find some solutions. For exitil: pie
there is a great deal of cross classification in the noun clam:see
and in some 'verb classes, Animate nouns can be either human ,

or nonhuman. Erat an inanimate noun can also be called 11013hunun.
In attempting ti discover ways to deal with such problems, the
student should become increasingly aware of the cc mplexitr of
the language and should realize that there is a greet distance bet wean
any formal grammar which can he worked out and the comiaex
language that amy speaker actually carries around girth him, In
other words, the student should toy now have a great appreciatini
of his own language, of the nature of 'language itself, and of what
is meant by grammir.

TWELFTH GRADE

The work tor the last year in the curriculum will probably be
primarily a ate* of the history of the language. The difference
between the external and internal history ( the language will be indie
cated, That is, historical chat gee that have occurred in the lan-
guage itself will be studied (for instance, tle chew., from Did
English "brad" to Middle English "brood" to Modern English
"broad"). This is the interna history. The exterral history will
deal with the main historical events that have been 'iimportent for
the history of the language (the Norman Conquest, for instance),

There will also be an attempt to correlate the stuck, of synlaz wit h
the other strands of the curricultun. For ezample, a mature loc k
at usage and a discussion of appropriateness of forms lased In
writing and speaking should fit well into certain aspect; of the
rhetoric curriculum, Similarly, some work is contemplated in
analyzing literary style in terms of transformations l rammer.
Because this grammar deals with "deep strueture" 02 a sen-
tence it should add much to the analysis of style.
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COECLUSION

A feord a conclusion is in order. the language curriceun which
firi being developed is based on the why:1pin that Is mug traniTa.,
format fonal in nature. We feel thin gives t sound, irk acciarate
explanuticIn of our 1 Age. One (it the principles of such, a grammar
is that it is of pont% e to write a complete grammax of English
or arw other language becalm language is as isitinitfi4? complex
as the human c.reaitere who uses it. We feel, however, that trans-
fornuttioad wanuaar fifers an exnelleatt method at asigaiming this
very complexity and Over us an linstrument to describe it.

We are more interested in baying stutints pin some understand-
ing of languages EtEd Specifically their wn languap and bow ileve-
krps and worka than havirg then memorioe rules. We feel thet
such an undergisaisag Amid hopsitily give Stem the knowledge
of language that will make the raw eater to learn and to retain,
because they will be based on ftimprithiagiono

This is an evolving curricubwa, and the =dine we ?name* km
is subject to change based en eig4erieMa lathe elassreum and on
work with teachnirs of students in the trz4r_ and tientemp *A.& fichilat,

13



A CURRICULUM IN RHETORIC

The purpose of the entire curriculum in rhetoric is to teach students
to communicate effectively. VI .e call ear subject rhetoric because this
term is broad e> ugh to include both itten and spoken uses of the lan-
guage, yet does net, as the word coe mications sometimes (foes,
imply that Vie program will be concerned to a great degree with journalism
and the mass media.

Both cemeosition and cc munics_tion are, however, closely synony-
mous to our term, rhetoric,,gr the student is consistently encouraged
to look upon rhetoricircfilourse, whether written or spoken, as some-.
thing which must be "composed", is e. deliberately and thoughtfully
fashioned end, at the same time, as an act of "communicating, " which
must taltientely be judged by its effect upon an audience.

To write or speak effectively, a student must have develop fed a mem-
ber of skills, cultivated a set of habits,, The cultivation of these habits
is the goal of the rhetoric program. And with the goal thus defined, it
is apparent that certain other practices have to be rejected. lior example,
this is not a curricaum which is satisfied with touching lightly over as
many topics as possible. Rather, it is most concerned with letting the
student see the connection between the topics and any rhetorical purposes
that could cumechivieLhltr 11,%0 Ids own This is not a crerrictelum silica& treats
"correctness" (commonly ossified into a series of sterile and ground-
less "rules ") as an end in itself. Rather, it considers correctness as
an adjunct to the primary job of communicating a given set of ideas in
as effective a way as possible. This curriculum is not concerned that
the student carry away a particular theory of rhetoric. Rather, it holds
that all aspects of the curriculum must justify their place by promoting
effective writing; it presupposes that rhetoric is an art rather than et.
science, and its methods are thus more likely to be eclectic than rigidly
systematic, This is the sort of course in which the student's success is
judged not merely by what he knows, but by how well he practises a
specific art--the art of communicating in Language.

When a curriculum takes this direction, the thinking of students and
teacher is not likely to be hemmed in by categories, specialised terms
used to designate "subjects, " the "mastery of which is held to be
the mark of progress in learning. We believe that rhetoric is a unified
art and that the student should always be conscious of that at in its
unity and totality. To be sure, education proceeds sequentially and any
program must proceed through a series of shifting emphases One kind
of problem may appear to be neglected while another kind is being inten-
sively pursued. But the unity of the rhetorical act is constantly empha-
sized. The few basic terms which have helped to shape this curriculum
refer only to aspects of the total art of rhetoric. The student is encouraged,
not to think in terms of labels and categories, but to realise that in his
writing he has a particular end in mind and that there are particular
7=am by which it can be achieved. He is made aware that the few term.e,
which are used to give order and disciplined sequence to the curriculum
ars not isolated entities but that they overlaps casting light upon one
another, end that they indicate an enaphasis or a direction for the student,
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not an airtight compartment of learning to be completed and then aban-
done in favor of something totally new.

Oge term undergirds the entire curriculum, no matter what kind
of rhetorical problem confrorgs the student at any particular moment.
That term is Iturgic,, Effective comununication is never purposeless;
hence, the student should have a clear notion of the rhetorical purpose
of each piece of writirg, He should see that tie procedures and language
of rhetoric are chosen and shaped by the purpose which alone "makes
sensed of what he has chosen to do.

It follows that, in the classroom, an awareness of purpose should
be present in every assignment, Far to many English textbooks ignore
this fact, For example, on the subject of complete sentences, their
pattern of masoning goes something like this:

1, To write well (silent assumption: We all want to)
one must follow the rules.

2, There s a rule (never mind whose rules or whether it is,t

valid or not *diet writing should be in complete sentences.

Se Therefore, you're goina to learn what a complete sentence
is and -your sentences are going to be complete!

Me pattern needs to be reversed to something that is comprehensive
and purposeful to the student:

1. You have discovered that it is 'useful to write effectively°

2, To write effectively, your units of puno.exation roust carry
the gr eatest amour t of xneardeg pesafble.

3. Now, let's explore what kinds of punctuation units sm.. sed
in ccinveying meaning and what kinds fail. Why are some
complete sentences less effective than some incomplete

sentences and vice versa? Why is "Stop, " for many purposes
mach better than "I should like to request that you desist, ?
Why is "Nonsense," a fuller commurdcation in some Girona-
stances than "I don't believe a word you're saying." ? On
the other hand, why is an incomplete sentence like "Despite .

all of the help which we could give ' y to puzzle
and annoy a reader, and thus frustrate communication?

'AB assignments that students encounter should not swear to generate
mysteriously mat of the mial of the to or teodbook writer. lu this
curriculum, we have tried develop assignments net as more routines
which are 'good for" the sent, but as procedur sTwv by which specific
ends can be achieved; and, course, the more attractive and genuine
the achievement appears, the more energetically the student will tackle
the job of bringing it about. Rather teluto being . "PAY Vacation
Trig' for example, students should pursue topics "Why 1111,Never
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Go to Yosemite Again, " or "The Best Vacation Spot in Oregon, " wherethe se of the writing- -the effect to be achieved--can be pett of the
stu ent s incentive for writing. Nor is awareness of purpose reserved
for some such special category as "persuasion. " On the contrary,
eve.7 kind of activity involved in compositiondefining a word, construct-
ing a sentence, choosing a topic, consulting a card-catalogis purposeful,
and the student is constantly encouraged to regard it in this light.

Unlike some other skills, piano playing or carpentry, for examee,
rhetoric is an inventive art at even the most elementary level. Drill,in the sense of merely repeating what others have written, can never
lead students to the fundamentals of composing. Even the beginning
writer must put things together-- words, ideas, experiences, arguments
--that have never been put together before. It follows that training at
all levels of a rhetoric curriculum must include training in invention,
invention of ideas and of arrangements of ideas, of phrases and sentences,
and of relationships between all these and different audiences. It is
especially tempting, when dealing with "ordinary" students, to contractour view of our task to "getting a decent sentence out of them with asubject and a verb. But to do so is to frustrate the real purposes of
a rhetoric curriculum. In the first place, students will not learn to write
real sentences until they have learned to devise real thoughts, And inthe second place, even if we could teach a kind of respectable prose
style without teaching gittlelPrdrim tet vie should not: the teitcher of
rhetoric influences, in no small measure, the very quality of life which
will be led by those in his classes. Unless we are ready to give up demo
cratic education, we must really educate.

To put it simply, one writes or speaks only as well as one thinksiThe art of rhetoric is not practiced in a vacuum, but depends upon habits
of observation, discrimination and imaginationthe skills of under-
standing about the world or whatever part of it one chooses to communi-
cate about. A thoughtful author can write a lively, original work about
a common, even threadbare, subject because he sees and understands
the subject in a lively, original way, not becuase he has a knack for a
mysterious process called "composition. " And his seeing and leader-
standing are strengthened by the ideas he has accumulated through exper-
ience, reflection, and above all, wide reading.

The teaching of communication is a teaching not only of language
and of methods of thought; it is a teaching of how to affect other people
through language. To say that we want our students to write effectively
is to say that questions about the "audience" must be faced from the
earliest years. Since the effective writer always, to some extent,
takes his audience into account, it is unsound to have all writing ddressed
implicitly or explicitly to only the teacher. This curriculum recognizes
the importance of varying the audience addressed., of composing for
fellow students, the writer's private self, and audiences outside the
classroom, as well as the teacher.

A curriculum which seeks, as does this one, to develop skill is,in part, a "how to" curriculum. We can describe the present curriculum
as centered upon three basic kinds of "how to, " First, Sufic e, or
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how to explore, systemaically and responsibly, the infinite world of
facts and ideas which will provide the raw rnaterials for the act of com
munication. Second, Structure, or how to give order and development
to the feces and ideas which have been chosen as the substance of commun-
ication. Thirds EIMI. or how to employ moet profitably the special
qualities of language which will achieve the desired rhetorical purpose.

Substance the "What's it about?" of communicating, calls into
play the major set of skills. What this curriculum would call
"discovery of ideas" begins in the seventh grade as a natural component
of story-telling rather than as a separate discipline. In the total curriculum,
however, it poses (ever-increasing demands upon the student's ability
to understand and its materials move from the familiar to the novel,
froni-theedifeeete to the abstract, from the simple to the comples-dev-
elopments reflected, in turn, by the increasingly sophisticated levels
at which the communicating itself takes form. This does net mean that,
as the student develops, he will move from a totally "selejective" to
a totally "objective" view of reality. His writing and speaking are
expressions, inevitably, of what he thinks and is, Writing and speaking,
uniquely, are highly individualized processes for which principles of
effectiveness can be identified and taught; but they are processes which
cannot be dissociated from the identity of the student. And in this
sense, part of the context of communication is always the communicator
himielf.

what the student is invited to think of as "development of ideas"
is what we would call structure and is concerned with the arrangement
and emphasis of the nieTo7Welients of &scours.; the events, propoei-
tons, problems, and so on, whose ordering atcounts for the fundamental
shape of any communication. The particular skills required in achieving
effective structure are those of selection, ar3ra meat, and development,
the supplying of evidence or example or elabora n. Perhaps these
procedures are not very different from those by which the student has
explored the subject of his writing, but here they become the aches
elements of composition because they are controlled by a purely rhetor-
ical peurpose--persuasion, instruction, ens ens, or comparable
goals-ewhich : = be defined in terms of an audience.

. .

The final set of stills has to do with the unite e choices
which we consider within the term The etutrof i f e necese
:nay involves the knowledge of many o but the e it 00 la.a.
that is of made, sentences, and more comes linguistic re"''"
--is wt, within the rbetoric curriculums taken as stuaind In itself tot
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uses the curriculum. No segment of the act of communication can be
dismissed as wholly unrelated to the art of rhetoric.

GRADES SEVEN AND EIGHT

The seventh grade rhetoric curriculum begins with a short orientation
unit. In this case, the "orientation" is not an overview or generalized
introduction; instead the unit seeks to make a simple but profound point:
that the language which the student has long employed as effortlessly
and uncritically as he has used his arms and legs is always, although
he may never have realized it, used for a ortivo, and that the rhetorical
effect of his language determines whether or not he succeeds in this purpose.
If the student begins to see that purposes-- - worthy and well-intertioned
though they be--may fail because of the inappropriateness of his language
to a particular situation, he is on the way toward an understanding of
what skill in language c.7.12 do for him.

Just as se undergirds all other aspects of the rhetoric cur-
riculum, so, en, is its consideration appropriate to the opening unit.
But purpose cannot exist by itself. It grows out of convictions which
the student develops as he comes to know more about himself and the
world around him. It attaches itself to real topics and feelings. Thus,
the primary emphasis in grade seven is upon the student's discovering
and developing within himself these raw materials, the reservoir of
ideas, which are significant to him and which he wishes to make meanin
fut to others. The second, and main unit, then, is called 'Finding and
Developing Ideas, " e. title intended, of course, to reflect the curriculum's
constant concern with substance and structure. The processes of
"finding" (substance) an=riievelopingtructure) ideas are not sharply
aistinguished in the seventh-grade curriculum. This is not, we believe,
the place to stress wide-ranging inquiry or to insist upon rigorously
reasoned prose, but instead to encourage the purposeful selection and
arrangement of materials which lie close at hand. In developing the
young writer we usually need to convince him that familiar m.aterials
within his own experience--animals, people, places, events...ere sig-
nificant and worth expressing to others. For most students we need
to begin by encouraging verbal facility, not discouraging it; there will
be plenty of time later to trim the sails, but first there must be sails
to be trimmed. The main form within which the strident is asked to
work here is the relatively simple structure of narrative; the purpose
which governs selection and order is not elaborately rhetorical nor
externally imposed, but calls into play his ability to communicate the
sources of his own interest and satisfaction,

Within the unit on "Finding and Deveaupinz ideas" are four sections:
Using Thurber's "Snapshot of a Dog" and a seventh grader's description
of his dog as models, Part 1 asks the student to characterise a pet or
animal through the use of details which establish a vivid and unified
invression. Part 2, taking examples from Mark Twain, Emily Dickinson,
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Aleander Pope, and others, encourezes closer perception by the student
of eehat observes around him and shown hien hol7 the use of details
can reveal and convey a particular attitude toward a subject. Part 3
examines narrative, with selections from Cathryn 1.7orbes and Lincoln
Steffens, to show how a simply structured incident car, create a sense
of suspense and climax, and how use of details increases a reader's
iierolvement it and understanding of, the narrative. Part 4 applies
the principles learned in the preceding lessons to a structured, fanci-
ful narrative in which the students are, after preparation, encouraged
to use their own invention This sort of imaginative writing is, we believe,
an important adt;nct to the non-fictional forms. Though we are not
trying to make "creative writers"--novelists dramatists, poets--out
'of all our students, every teacher knows that good writers of the kind
we are working for must be creative in the sense of being able to trans-
form their (nen experience imaginative as well as real, frit* some-
thing iniderstond, structured, made available and meaningful to others.
Aticl if they are is be creative at eighteen--or thirty-eight--their creative
needs and interests must be fed from the earliest years.

Throughout this and the other parts of the rhetoric curriculum we
insist upon the test of effectiveness. Tv, o questions which are always
at our lips are "How effectively does this passage do what you want
it to and "How can it be made more effective?" These questions
are particularly eeetral to the considerations of the two seventh grade
units on Style, one entitled "The Rhetoric of the Sentence" and the
other "Diction." The phrase "Rhetoric of the Sentence" is intended
to make clear the distinction between tha graramtical approach to
syntax--the gossfrile ways of saying something, and the rhetorical
approach--the moit effective way of saying sometttng. At the same time,
the knowledge of transformational etranumar gained by this time in the
language curriculum provides help here by giving the student a term-
inology and an awareness of sentence structure so that he can proceed
with his rhetorical exam nation. Analysis of serlences, then, begins
in the rhetoric curriculum from, a consciousness of their rhetorical
purpose. Ananalogous emphasis marks the appraoch to vocabulary and
the use of particular words. The power and fascination of individual words
is stressed (for a word, taken by itself, is not meaningless), but here
again, "style" is seen as the operatien both of individual words and
of the larger. constracticas of which they are a part,

In neither the seventh nor the eighth -grade cvrriculura does spoken
opposed to written- communication occupy a fixed and exclusive

place in the year's program, although there are specific speaking assign ea°
aaents We have felt that, as the student begins to explore the three

principal areas of substance, structure, and style, drIstinctions between
speaking and writing are secondary and might prove confusing. Slut to
say that the distinction between speaking, and writing is not of critical
importance at this stage is not to MilliMint the importance of both modes
of communication in the program, nor is it too early for the student to
encounter certain facts about the special challenge of speaking. We
have felt that the tbscher's use of oral communication in the exercises
should iccur under circumstances which he Is best competent to jit xdge
but that the use of such assignments should certainly be systematic and
progress.ve. The curriculum, therefore, includes a Teacher's Handbook
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on Cpeech for grades seven and eight which, without precisely locating
speaking assignments in the program,, offers fairly explicit suggestionsas to their nature and arrangement.

IVot only formal speaking bit class discussion is an important
medium for verbal consesunication. Like any other mode of communi-cation, group discussion can be either formless and fruitless or syste-matic! and pnefitable. in democratic societies,, a very eommon form
by which community discussion proceeds is prescribed by the rules ofparliamentary procedure. In most school systems today, the seventhand eighth-gradc students are, through various student organizations,
encountering these rules, which serve to illustrate the way in which
spontaneous, informal communication can gain effectiveness by adheringto principles of form. The seventh-grade curriculum includes lessonsand study materials on parliamentary procedure, again to be introducedat points which the teacher judges to be most appropriate. And thestudent should be made to feel that parliamentary procedure does notinvolve merely a set of "rules for conduct" (although, to a respectable
extent. it does) but that here, as in other kinds of communication, formis a rhetorical consideration, a means of "getting somewhere. "

In the eighth-grade curriculum the "Discovery of Ideas'` (theapproach to the substance of rhetoric) and the "Development of Ideas"(the problem of structure) continue to proceed concurrently. In theseventh-grader's search for the materials of composition, the student'son experience and point of view are at the center of attention. In theeighth-grade unit, the context or. which the student draws for his communi-cation is progressively expanded, more systematically examined, and,in a way, "depersonalized), " since the student's own experiences andbeliefs are no longer the single source of his ideas. lie is encouraged
to begin discriminating between matters of sheer opinion and commonlyaccepted "fact"; he sees that the dlifferent way in which we respondto events and problems very basically affects the way in which wespeak or write about them; he recognizes that the context of writingoffers endless opportunities, yet also imposes certain responsibilities
upon us and that a writer has a debt not only to his audience and himself,
but to his subject.

If we say, with Violet Paget in The ;Handling of Words and KennethBurke in pounter-Stateenent that form is the arousing and satisfactionof the reacWiTppetites and expectations, we have an attitude toward
the discovery and development of ideas which allows them to be treatedas the same operation and which justifies infinite diversity in structure,A title that says "The Meanest Man in the World" leads the reader to
expect something in the essay. A first sentence that says "Mill isthe meanest man in the world because he hates dogs" arouses furtherexpectations but also begins to channel those expectations. And so orn

If we approach content and form in this way, we can ask the student--and, what is more important, he can ask hLaself: Have you fulfilledyour implied promise to the reader? And ye can talk about the success
or failure of his form, not in the technics/ jargon of form, bat in terriesof how well he succeeded in the job he promised to do. And, further, we

-
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can show him that his failures in form are failures to develop his ideas
adequatelythat he has failed to eiplore his ideas sufficiently to fulfill
the promise that lay in there.

In the lessons, the students are given samples of writing by pro-
fessional writers which illustrate these principles. They are asked to
discover the kinds of expectations which are set up by the statements these
W make and then to examine.: the tic.--velopment that fulfills the
expectations. To put it in other words, the writer's purpose is to fulfill
the expectation his state:melt aroused,, and the student is asked to examine
how the writer succeeded in fulfilling his purpose. Then the student
is asked to make a statement of his own and to set himself the task of
discovering and developing, at least in its simpler and more Obvious
aspects, the significant life that lies under the surface statement.

Here, as elsewhere in the curriculum, it is expected that the
hstudents activity in rhetoric and his work in literature will enhance

each other. In the eighth-grade study of literature, a considerable
section is devoted to the forms by which non-narrative writing can be
organized, and such common modes as definition, example, classificatiee
and division, and costparison and contrast are considered, along with
the highly varied purposes which each such mode can achieve, Here is
a case in which what the student has observed in his reading can be
directly carried over to his writing. And within the rhetoric curriculum
itself, the unit on "Finding and Developing Ideas" relies heavily upon
the use of literary models. The student is urged to recognize the stric-
tures of these models, not, of course, as specimens of "correct form"
but as illustrations of various effective ways in which several kinds of
rhetorical jobs can be done.

The portion of the work in Style which is devoted to the rhetoric
of the sentence moves by degrees through the earlier years of the cur-
riculum. The basic problem really remains the same; it is, in the
words of the manual for the seventh-grade teacher; "to find the sentence
that will do the job." The student's progress in studying the rhetoric
of the sentence is therefore largely a matter of widening the range of
possibilities, of adding to the storehouse on which he can draw for the
sentence that will "do the job." The distinction between the study of
the sentence in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades is, in a way,
arbitrary; it is based on an estimate of the student's ability to progress
in this widening" process rather than on any fundamental shift in
eeergeesis. Accordingly, while the seventh-grader will be concerned
chiefly with basic sentence types, he will progress, in the eighth grade,
to a more detailed consideration of the rhetorical effectiveness, within
certain contexts, of such particular structures as active and passive
verbs; interrogative sentences, and the most common eentence coerdine
ators.

Points el tieage that may prove troublesome to seventh and eighth
geadere have been taken up in the Usage Manual, a copy of which is
provided for each student. The Manual, devised upon principles of
effectiveness in the use of language, makes it possible for the etudent
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to ansvrer many of his own questions on usage© An expended Usage
Manual is being w: ten for the succeeding grades.

GRADES NINE AFT, TEN

Even ia the seirenth and eighth grade curriculum the three me4or
referente of Suostance 1tructurq, rand Style are not treated as "topics
for study" but as means of expkilring and ordering the .emphases which,
at various points, dominate the process of ini;truction. It is in this fashion
that they have been employed to lend order to the curriculum for grades
9 through 12. But as the curriculum advances, it will increasingly concern
itself with certain complex and comprehensive intellectual processes
each of which has its substantive, structural, and stylistic aspects.
During these years, the student is introduced to disciplines, such as
logic, and sciences, such as semantics, which although they transcend
the tripartite division, will clearly affect his :modes of inquiry and
reflection, el structure of his writing and speaking, and his habits
of thin'aing e_out language. Yet, to a large degree the "spiral" nature
of the. curriculum is preserved, in the sense that the student is repeatedly

to other ideas than he has previously imaginedand, at the same time,

as increasingly complex and to whioli he responds ever more critically

problem for him has it does for any writer), yet he now recognizes that

frora simple to complex, from experience of oneself, to the experience

and resourcefully,. Thus, the "Diecovery of Ideas" remains a central

he is aware that he is developing means for dealing with such ideas.

an "idea" may be far more complex, abstract, and intricately releed

of others, to the realm of the largely conceptual, which is fundamental

It is, of course, the broad moveraent from concrete to abstract,

confronted by challenges which art: basically familiar but which he sees

in the curriculum. The simple -"titles" of any area of the curriculum do
not necessarily imply such a progression; the topics must be seen as
furnishing the occasion to attack increasingly more challenging goals
and in rodueinz the student to progreeeieely zeere el,erreaatting monies of
thought and composition.

In the ninth and tenth grades, then, the student turns to examine
soma of the.isoiable aspects of the communicntive act which cannot
be clearly classified into our usual categories, but which nevertheless
advance his understanding of the art of rhetoric.

equal attention. here it is particularly important that the search for

The ninth-grade curriculum begirs with a unit focusing upon questions
of emphasis and priority, encouraging the student to judge and discri-
minate and to recognize that in no writing does every assertion deserve

/
ideas be conducted to a great extent by reading--and reading in works,

c;thich challenge the starientgs ability to discriminate between what is
essential and expendable, principal and subordinate. The awareness of
purpose should be sharpened. Nov the question is not merely "What ie



he trying to do?" but "What is the most important thing he says?"
And whatever is said within a given piece of writing ought somehow to
be seen as serving a Turpose which is conrdirate with or subordinate
to a central intentionor, quite possibly, as serving little purpose
which is c000dinatt or subordinate to a central intention--or, quite
possibly as serving lIttle purpose beyond embellishment or elaboration.
As in the literature units, the student is working here with somewhat
longer selections, for he should now bz able to handle more fully de\reloped
patterns.

In order to provide a central focus, models with a common subject
matter have been used in thin unit. Carson City and Venice as seen
by 1/Iark Twain; Frahkfort, Kentucky, through the eyes of a modern
traveler; London as depicted by Charles Dickens--these are the subjects.
The selections that describe them are not models in the sense that the
student is expected to imitate the style or structure; but by analyzing
these models and by studying the ways in which each author achieves
his purpose, the student should be able to learn some methods of giving
emphasis to the ideas he is trying to develop in his own writing.

questiorci of emphasis and priority underlie the second unit of the
ninth grade, as wa. The opening unit, making use of materials that
were primarily descriptive, helped students to recognize ways of making
a significant idea emerge clearly in writing or speaking. In the second
unit attention is shifted to exposition, in which the student combines
description with time-order patterns in order to describe a process.
The unit renews the concepts of narrative explored in the seventh and eighth
grade materials, this time for the purpose of explaining. It concludes
with a lesson which calls attention to the need for defining "judgment"
words, thus preparing the student for his first formal introduction
to semantics in "Words, I/leanings, Contexts, " the third ninth grade
unit. By the time the student has concluded his study of thin unit dealing
with connotative and denotative meanings, with words and their contexts,
he has reached the point where he must begin to work with ithe process
of generalization and inductive reasoning, He must identtiy the principles
and conclusions which emerge from a mass of particular facts and instances,
and then check his findings to see to whet extent the principles apply.
He must generalize, qualify, review the extent of the supporting evidence
for conclusions he draws. This is the subject-matter of the fourth
unit of the Web grade. In accordance with the general philosophy of the
rhetoric curriculum, this unit, like its predeausors, approaches its
topic through a consideration of purpose. The lessons arise out of some
of the main parposes for which people make generalizations--to under-
stand and describe phenomena, to evoke an impression in the reader or
listenor,- to determine attitudes Inward other people and to gelect a
course of action. Analyris CI structural patter-2as and style appropriate
to the purpose is provided 1hr in questions and exercises based on the
models.

The final unit of the ninth grade moves orate again to this it
world. Dealing with imagined point of view, it builds upon the studawt's
earlier experience in the thoughtful interpretation of evidence by tasking
him to look at the world through eyes other than his own. It ramiatJa
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IIthe student that his opinion is not the only intelligent interpretation whien

as a balance to the realistic and logical emphasis of the prece ling units.
nature also offers further opportunity for creative and fanciful writing.
must also be understood and respected. The unit, by its imag hative
can be formed from available evidence, but that other world views

.7.?y the time he reaches the tenth pride; the student mg= ti. nreloneri

tc employ a special language unintelligible except to his peers. He may
be somewhat less successful, lees confident, when circumstances require
him to communicate with adults or with strangers. Whether or not he

he began to examine more complex ideas than he had dealt with before;

:nay realize. He has some twelve years of speaking behind him; possibly

municates effectively in his own circle, though. he may sometimes seem

his own through his reading and listening. In the ninth grade, too

he moved from studying and reporting; observations to interpreting his

and qualify them. In the tenth grade he encounters still more complex

in the ninth grade to widen his horizon and to recognize experience beyond

of putting observations together to see relationships, draw generalizations,

relationships and ideas, ?or example, he begins this year's work with
a review of the concepts of generalization and support studied in the ninth

eight or ten years of wriVng, in varying degrees of formality. He com-

is always competent to adapt his language for various purposes, he began

experiences. He learned some principles of distinguishing the signifi-
cant fact or judgment from the less important; he learned the fundamentals

grade, followed by a deeper investigation of these principles, essential

more sophistication in his acquaintance with language than he :iimsezif

to an Understanding. of the work in deductive reasoning, semantics, and
logic which follows. This first unit uses the folk hero as its thematic
center, and models chosen for analysis on General Grant, Albert
Schweitzer, and mountain-roan Tom Fitzpatrick) illustrate new modes
of generalization and support. In addition., the student's attention is
drawn again to sentence structure and diction as being determined by
the job a senter.ce must do in order to be effective in a given context.

The next unit in the teah grade rhetoric curriculum builds on
the student's awareness of simple likenesses and differences and leads
into a rhetorical study of metaphor and analogy. These are not unfamiliar
terms to tenth grade students; in literature they have studied both.
let now, for the first time, they approach metaphor and analogy from
the rhetorical point of view, as thinking process rather than as poetic
device. The .ibility to draw comparisons, both literal and figurative,
is essential to reasoning, and this unit examines rhetorical possibilities
and problem in such comparisons.

Figurative language in this study must not be seen as the use of
tnere adornreent. In his writing the student should be able to use these
figures as basic principles of crganizations understanding that not only11moving" or persuading bet defining and describing often depend upon
these modec. He should not, that is, merely produce an &Wogy between
say, life and a football game but should be able to argue analogically
that life is a game which mist be played by rules. Here, as at other
places in the curriculum, the critical scrutiny of models is so closely
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related to the student's actual practice in ordering his compoeition that
the distinctions between subject, structure, and style cannot be very
strictly observed in the classroom, although the lessons regularly take
account of all these elements.

The remainder of the tenth grade is concerned with semantics:
deductive reasoning, and plausibility, Each of the three units expands,
intensifies, refines, and qualifies earlier work by the student in these
important subject :areas. The semantics u 1 reviews and renews attention
to the meaning of words in relation to their contexts and stresses the
importance of weighing connotations of words as an essential consider-
ation of their effectiveness for a specific message within a specific
context© The study of deductive reasoning, which follows the semantics
unit, builds upon the student's earlier acquaintance in the ninth grade
with the principles of general tzation, quay cation, and support,
and in the tenth grade with the more comp:. eomparisons arrived at
through metaphor and analogy. Now he is teepesed to the whole process
of deduction, studying the problems inherent in making different sorts
of decisions, such as those calling for value judgments or the formulation
of policy. The rather forbidding terminology of classical logic is
dispensed with, but the student is given a simple introduction to man
of the same principles inherent in such formal terms as "syllogism
and "enthymeme. " At the close of the tenth grade, the student is
asked, in a unit on plausibility, to analyze a new group of models. These
proceed from unrealistic premises that the author asks the reader to
accept for the moment as true, for purposes of humor or imaginative
exploration of an idea. (Science fiction is one obvious example. ) Be-
sides exploring various kinds of writing based upon the principles of
plausibility, the student is asked as in preceding years, to try his hand
at imaginative writing. Here his task is to maintain credulity within
the framework of an imagined or an impossible situation. Thus the unit
closes the year's work with a study of somewhat lighter materials, and
allows the student to exercise his inventiseness and imagination.

In the lessons devoted to Style in thes tenth grade, the rhetorical study
of syntax is often absorbed (although by w means neglected) in the pursuit
of other problems. The principal emphasis is upon figurative language,
upon the power of individual words and phrases, and the relatively ar-
bitrary distinctions that can be drawn between simile, metaphor, and
symbol. Again, it must be stressed that figurative language is by no
means preferable, in its own right, to the most literal and ordinary
discourse and that its value can be judged only by its effectiveness
within a context and as an instrument for the achievement of the
rhetorical purpose.

GRADES ELEVEN ANT) TWELVE

It is in the eleventh-grade that the curriculum will concern itself
most specifically and exclusively with the persuasive ends of rhetoric.
Hitherto, the central problems of the course have bean those common



alike to speaking and writing. In the eleventh-grade curriculum now
being prepared), training in speech will beconie a major objective.
Eecause the power of persuasive rhetoric relies so critically upon the
resources of oral communication, the instruction in speech will be firmly
located in particular areas, of the curriculum. The structure of spoken
as opposed to written arguments and the special demands made upon the
syntax and diction of the speaker will be systematically recognized.

It is at this point, too, that the distinctions between substance,
structure, and style will become somewhat more sharply defined than
at other stages in the curriculum. If persuasion is to be seen as more
than a mere technique, an elaborate art of "gimmicks" (as too much
of the contemporary practice of mass communications suggests it is ),
certain prior questions have to be considered. These concern such
fundamental matters as the nature of opinion or belief, the genuinely
arguable (as opposed to the basically imponderable) issue, and the
diversified forms of evidence and the uses to which they can be put.

In the construction of his actual arguments, the student will once
again consider the principles of logic, to which he has already been
introduced. He will be asked to recognize the ways in which logic,
which might be viewed as the "purest" mode of persuasion, persists
as an organizational principle--real or apparent-4n even those arguments
which do not rest on essentially logical grounds. The omnipresent
concept of purpose here takes on a critical aspect since the student will
be required to define the character of his audience and the response he
seeks to elicit from it, as systematically as possible. After an opening
unit reviewing and refining some of the notions of purpose--with particular
attention to the demands of oral discourse --the eleventh grader will be
asked to consider his audience and the ''voice" which most effectively
moves such an audience. The critical question he will be encouraged to
ask, in any rhetorical context. is, "To what ex-tent can I expect agreement
from this audience?" Through a number of models he will consider the
ethics and the importance of rational, emotional, and personal aweals
within contexts where the audience may be friendly, neutral, or even
.hostile to his position and his purpose.

The central unit of the eleventh grade will deal with persuasion, not
in the narrow sense of mere argumentation, but in the larger context
of Aristotle's definition of rhetoric as the discovery, in any case, of
the available means of persuasion. Again, as in the earlier work in
which logical considerations are presented, the emphasis will be upon
relating every logical concept to a speaking, listening, or
reading problem. The logical problem for he logician is formal,
technical, theoretical. The logical problem for the reader or listener
is, "Should I be convinced by the reasons given here?" The logical
problem for the writer or speaker is, "How can I provide convincing
proof?" The critical question, then, for this segment of the curriculum
becomes "What is proof?" In answering that question, examples and
models will be studied of "good" and "bad" proof, of direct proof versus
indirect, of rational as opposed to emotional proof, and of the varying
claims to truth within these categories. Within the spiral curriculum,
this concentration upon persuasion necessarily builds on the earlier
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work in semantics. The aim of such a unit is to develop, not students
who are immune to persuasion, but students who know when to be per-
suaded and when not to be. It is as shameful to resist emotional appeals,
when emotion is called for, as it is to succumb to emotion when what
is needed is hard thought. The people who refused to believe the reports
about Nazi concentration camps, because they had been taught to resist
"atrocity stories, " were as seriously in error as if they had accepted
1 11 A 4Ph 4.1.....4a4.41.7 640 161 wan,

The direct study of style will be taken up again in the final unit of
the eleventh grade. Here the student will be encouraged to try some
simple stylistic analysis through the close study of prose models. Again,
the activity is not undertaken as an end IL itself, but as a means of making
the student more aware of the effective words, phrases, and sentences
of skillful writers so that he can be encouraged to improve his own style,
indeed his own "persuasiveness." The stylistic study at this level will
exploit the knowledge of sentence structure which the student has gained
all along, including the products of his training in the language curriculum.
He should be in a position by this time to deal. fairly satisfactorily with
the whole range of choice which syntax affords him and the general
principles by which such choice may be made.

In the twelfth-grade curriculum a focal term will be "unity."
It will occupy this position for two reasons. In the first place, unity
is a product and a signal of the successful employment of the skills
of composition. It is not an "ingredient" or a

employment
of good writing.

A unified work is simply a whole work and one work, as opposed to a
fragment or a plurality. It is achieved by successful encounter with all
of the basic problems of composition--selection, order, emphasis, and
style. (It cannot, therefore, be thought of as parallel to its traditional
but ill-matched partners, coherence and emphasis; a work is unified
when its parts cohere; its parts cohere when each receives the emphasis
proper to its function within the whole. ) For a student to assess the unity
of a composition, he must be habituated to consider its purpose,
familiar with the range of procedures available for the fulfillment of
that purpose, And trained to identify the particular choices which are
reflected in the finished composition. For a student to achieve unity in
any substartial piece of writing, he must have acquired the habits of
delibenatioe, organization, and expression.

In the second place, unity is not only a comprehensive term for the_
rhetorician; it is also an evaluative term for the critic, As such, it
is elusive and controversialas the literary battles of the ages attest.
Unity, as we have said, can be seen as the signal of success and hence of
excellence. But uninformed and inelastic conceptions of unity can lead
only' to simple-minded judgments. Only the student who has rowed rather
widely, who hae tackled a rich diversity of problems in corapoeition, who
recognizes that unity is achieved by and not injected into composition, is
in a position to assess the unity of his own, or anyone else's, writing.
Hence the question of unity, its definition, and the diversified principles
by which it may be attained and judged is being reserved for the final
year of the curriculum--and for the exercise of those habits 'Alia the
student should have accumulated throughout his training not only in
rhetoric but in literature and language.
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Closely related to questions of unity are those of magnitude. In
their simplest form these really involve asking only "how much?"
or ''how /ong?" Put this way, such questions--like many questions about
unity--can be satisfactorily answered by insisting on the relevance of
whatever is said to the achievement of a clearly-defined purpose, But
the student ought to understand that questtions of ragnitude, like those
of unity, can call into play his own taste and judgment--that some questionsand topics are intrinsically "higggsr " +ha n ethers. Simply stated,
" What is a good sport?" is a rger question than "What is a good
second baseman?" "This is a good desk" is a bigger land harder)
proposition to prove than "This is a desk. " And the student ought, atthis stage, to face up to the fact that it is a bigger job to communicate
the loss of a friend than the loss of a bicycle. In effect, them he should
see that the magnitude and complexity of a comvosition are largely gov
erned by the magnitude and complexity of its material, and make some
discriminations concerning what is intrinsica:dy significant or "worth-while" to write about, He ought, at the time, to recognize that what
may seem to be remarkably barren topics, if viewed as mere titles

piece of chalk, for instance, or a present-day visit to 'Walden Pond
--can become endowed with magnitude through the richness and noveltyof the writer's approach to them.

In accord with this emphasis In the final year upon the unity of therhetorical act, the student veill be asked, as he was at the very beginning
of the curriculum in the seventh grade, to examine his own experiencefor the discovery and development of his ideas. An introductory unit,based upon the keeping of a personal journal and a study of the personal
essay, will explore 2uffon's maxim that "style is the man, and emphasizethe movement toward unity, toward integration of subject, structure,and style, in tl te work of the maturing writer. After the study of suchmodels as Dylan Thomas' "A Child's Christmas in Wales, " the studentwill be encoura Ted to transform his own eaperience into unified§ effective,and original expression through the writing of longer and more sustainedessays than he has previously produced. Unlike the seventh-grader,
of course, the twelfth-grader has accumulated through his added yearsa reservoir of leerning and experience, and emotional and mental
growth, which ought to allow him to examine more incisively and intel-ligently his own awareness of himself. his "style" as a person.

It is appropriate that the itvelfth grader understand not only the unityof the components of rhetoric, but also the interrelatedness of rhetoricwith the fields of language and literature. Accordingly, one of the lastunits of the final year is planned to focus upon indirect modes such assatire, parody, and allegory. which aye common in literature, but whosestudy may be made more clear by thelechniques of descaiption andanalysis learned in the language curriculum. Another unit is being
constructed which will explore in some mess and detail the functionof rhetoric in literature as exemplified not only in the writer's searchfor an effeeirite point of contact with his readers, but also in his knowledgeand use of rhetoric within the imaginative world of his creation. Antonyat Caesar's funeral in Julius Caesar and Attieus before the southernjury in To Kill a Moe Iserid are prime examples of the writer's exploita-tion of iretorica/ s teat on within an artistic context.
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If ear original task of teaching students to communicate effectively
is to be completed as thoroughly as we could hope, then communication
must not be seen as ending at the limits of the student's present rhetorical
awareness or ability, but as extending beyond adequacy, or even competence,
into excellence, and possessing something of both the science of 1 ,nguage
and the art of literature. IT6 conclusion is productive, or honest, which
is not also a beginning, and as the student reaches the end of this curriculum'
he needs, more than ever, to sense the implications of his training in
rhetoric as it reaches out to its place within the larger discipline of
English.

It may appear that our originally stated goal'- teaching the students
to communicate effectively-ehas been elaborated in the course of des -
cribing the upper years of the cerriculum. This is true, if effective
communication is regarded merely as intelligible or orderly communi-
cation, But in the society of thoughtful adults, to conemunicate well is
to communicate not only intelligibly, but wisely, affectingly, and even
memorably. In this curriculum, an effort is made constantly to expand
the student's intellectual experience and to require that the substance
of his writing and speaking reflect increasingly his powers of discernment,
conceptualization, and imagination. Structure, seen initially as a sensible
and effective principle of order, is ultimately viewed as a positive
source of power and wholeness. And diction and syntax, too, finally
emerge not only as the basic instruments of communication but as
elements whose selection and use in a large measure determine the
strength of ele fabric into which they are woven.

There are those who will declare that the goals of the curriculum,
thus stated, are unrealistic and fail to take into account the intellectual
limitations of a large number of students. There area to be sure, students
of whom the clichie may be true and e to must be accounted successful
if they "learn to write a decent English sentence. " Without in any way
belittling the importance of these students or their claim to the best
education they can be given, we must point out that a basic premise
of this curriculum is that it is not intended to serve every child in the
junior and senior high schools, thou* it is intended to serve the great
majoray-eas many as 35 per cent. This curriculteen assumes that dif-
ferences in aptitude among those students it is concerned with should
be reflected by differences in degree rather than in kind in the demands
the curriculum innaoses upon theme We believe that ettrtually all of these
students should be able to make substantial progress in acquiring all
of the major skills with which the curriculum is concerned:, The concepts
involved in subordination or analogy or even unity are not hard to grasp,
identify, or ,put into effect within a context which is sufficiently familiar
and uncomplicated. The limit on the student's ability 'becomes signi-
ficantand must be respected by the teacher--only as his employment
of these concepts is required to be increasingly complex, abstract, and
delicate,, And within these limits, wherever they may have to be set
for any student, there i13 an abundance of things to be thought and read
and writ' and spoken about. Each of the basic concepts to which
the currieelurn introduces the student is a major aspect of rhetoric.
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And since the art of ihstoric-sor.,cotTatztfrtating effectively with our-fellow Men, in bOth speaking and writing -sis the Most pervasive and power-fid'of the arts of men, it sUreltidoSerVes, however humbly and.simply,to be seen in its 'entirety, o fn ,e aspect or problem ottbisart should be viewed as too- difricuit-to beimderstood-sat least partially,:and in hopeof greater understandings-6y the high school graduate° Forin the world of art, as in the world of education, there is no plaCe fordozed doors.
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